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Abstract 
This study is based on the Bahraini government's interest in the construction of large-
scale renewable energy projects in Bahrain. This thesis investigates the impact of 
integrating a high penetration of wind power into Bahrain's power system. It includes 
wind and site assessment and a study of the correlation between wind power and 
power demand. The power system is analysed before and after wind integration 
covering different wind penetration levels. In order to mitigate against the possible 
impact of high levels of wind power, the operation of reverse osmosis stations is 
modelled as a means of providing additional grid balancing. 
The geographical distribution of wind speed (the wind atlas) for the kingdom of 
Bahrain is presented, based on measured data and on calculations undertaken using 
WAsp and Matlab. The data used were recorded by the Meteorological Directorate 
using a weather station at Bahrain International Airport. The data were taken on an 
hourly basis for a period of ten years. These data indicate an annual mean wind speed 
of 6.93 m/s at 60 m height and mean Weibull scale and shape parameters C and k of 
7.80 m/s and 1.79 respectively This suggests that the area has a good wind resource. 
The wind atlas shows that several locations in the less populated central and southern 
regions of the main island of the archipelago of Bahrain are potentially suitable for 
wind energy production. 
The Bahraini power system is modelled using a derived mathematical power sharing 
approach based on the droop and set-point frequency of each generator in the system. 
The model is used to study the power system before and after integrating wind power 
up to a maximum installed capacity of 208 MW. 
The power flow in the transmission network is calculated by using the Power World 
Simulator software package. The calculations show that at transmission level, 
Bahrain's system can cope with installing a number of wind farms without causing 
any impact on the thermal loading ofthe transmission lines. 
However, the impact of wind power integration is observed on the operation of the 
conventional generators. The part load operation and cycling frequency of the 
conventional generators would be the two that suffered the most from this integration. 
The impact of wind power is minimized through modifying the operation of the 
reverse osmosis desalination stations. This idea is based on desalinating the seawater 
when high wind power output coincides with low electricity demand. The fresh water 
produced is then stored in storage tanks. Similarly, the output of the desalination 
stations is reduced during periods of low wind power output. 
Keywords: wind power, power system, power sharing, power flow, reserve osmosis 
desalination, Kingdom of Bahrain. 
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Introduction Al Buflasa 2008 
Chapter 1 
In traduction 
The environmental and economic impact of using conventional fuels has raised global 
awareness of the need to search for alternative sources of energy. In the last 15-20 
years, wind energy, as one source of renewable energy, has gained major interest 
worldwide., The total installed capacity has increased to a total of 94 GW in 2007 
(GWEC May 2008). The majority of this capacity is installed in Europe (Porter, Yen-
Nakafuji et al. 2007). 
Ideally, in order for wind power to replace conventional power, wind turbines should 
operate in a manner similar to the conventional generators. In reality, connecting (i.e. 
integrating) wind power into the power system may result in restricting the amount of 
wind power that is generated. This restriction depends on the operation limit of the 
conventional generators and the loading of the transmission lines. On the other hand, 
unlike conventional generators, wind power cannot deliver some services that can be 
delivered by the conventional generators. The wind power that is integrated into the 
power system cannot replace the conventional generators, and hence the operation of 
the conventional generators and wind speed should be considered carefully. 
1 
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Many studies have been conducted on the impact of integrating wind power into 
power systems (Tsioliaridou, Bakos et a1. 2006; Holttinen, Meibom et a1. 2007; 
Porter, Yen-Nakafuji et at. 2007; Parsons, Ela et at. 2008; Salgi and Lund 2008). 
These studies looked at the impact of wind power on power systems for different total 
installed capacities of wind power. In general, the accepted maximum wind power 
capacity that can be integrated into a system depends on the characteristics of that 
system, e.g. the types of generators, the extent and quality of the transmission 
connections, etc. 
The time frameworks used to study the impact of wind power on power system are 
short-term (less than an hour), and medium-term to long-term (one hour and above). 
Wind turbine manufacturers through the incorporation of increasingly sophisticated 
power electronic and computerised controllers have dealt with, to some extent, the 
short-term impact of the variability of wind power (on a scale of seconds). 
The impact of wind power variability on medium-term to long-term timescales 
depends on the characteristics of the individual power system. Several of the studies 
mentioned above suggest that to be able to cope with increasing levels of wind 
penetration, an upgrade to the existing power system is essential. Any such upgrade 
will ensure the presence of enough flexible generation. Such flexible generation will 
be able to cope with the rapid fluctuations in wind power at high penetrations. 
Most of the studies carried out on the impact of wind power integration have been 
concerned with power systems which comprise a mixture of stations using 
conventional fuels (oil, natural gas, etc.), nuclear power and hydropower stations. 
Some studies have also looked at interconnected power systems. Limited capacity 
interconnection system, sometimes, cannot increase the amount of wind power that 
can be integrated into a system, such as the case with The Republic ofIreland (ROI), 
which is limited by a 450 MW interconnection with Scotland. In the ROI, there was 
744 MW of wind power connected by the end of2006 (EirGrid 2008). During periods 
of low demand, wind power output is limited by the Irish System Operator to 
minimize the impact on the power system on the part-load operation of the 
2 
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conventional generators, especially that the Irish system is dominated by coal power 
stations which are not considered as flexible generation 1. 
In existing power systems with flexible generation, such as the Greek Island of Crete 
and the Canary Islands, large wind power in the system will still cause the generators 
to run most of the time part-loaded, to maintain system reliability with adequate 
generation in the system. This will consume more fuel than running some generators 
at full load and others switched off with only a minimum number part-loaded. This 
impact on flexible systems has not been researched thoroughly. 
In the Canary Islands, in 2002, a total of 41 wind farms were in operation with an 
installed capacity of 105.60 MW (Bueno and Carta 2006). In Crete, the majority of 
the wind power capacity is installed in the eastern part of the island where the grid is 
the weakest. This imposes certain restrictions on the amount of wind power that can 
be exported to the grid at any given time, in order to ensure the security ofthe power 
system. The Cretan generation system consists of mainly conventional flexible power 
stations, such as gas tnrbine stations, and 0.6 MW of hydropower, the total installed 
capacity is 5000 MW. The current total installed grid-connected wind power capacity 
on Crete is around 800 MW (Stefanakis, Gigantidou et al. 2002). As for the ROT, the 
amount of wind power generated has to be limited in times of low demand. 
1. 1. The kingdom of Bahrain 
In the last few years, the government of Bahrain has become interested in wind 
energy. As a result, the public and private sectors have started to look for potential 
sites for wind energy projects. An innovative early project is the construction of the 
first large scale building in the world incorporating wind turbines, the Bahrain World 
Trade Centre. These developments emphasize the need for a comprehensive study of 
the impact of wind power in Bahrain. 
I Flexible generation are those units which can be online and offline in a short period. 
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1.1.1. The locati on a nd geographi ca l c haracteris ti cs of Ba hra in 
The kingdom of Bahrain is part of th e Arab ia n G ulf. It is cha racterised by a hot and 
arid climate during the summer month s. However) in winter, low temperatures and 
frosts have been recorded . The a ir moveme nt over the Arabia n Gulf is predominantly 
from the no rth-west. 
Manama 
o , 
Q 
Tubli Bay 
labal Duk han 
(Oi l fie ld) 
~~ 
~ 
Saudi Arabia ~ 
I 
10 Km 
Arabian Gulf 
Hawar 
Islands 
Muharraq Island 
Qatar 
Figure 1-1 map showing the locati on of Bahrain . 
The Kin gdom of Bahra in compri ses an archipe lago of36 is lands a nd cora l reefs w ith 
a tota l a rea of 700 km '. Th e archipe lago is located On the southern sho res o f the 
Arqbian Gulf, between latitudes 25°32' and 26°20' N , and long itudes 50°20' a nd 
50°50' E. The is lands vary in s ize and structure and th e larges t One is known as 
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Bahrain. Figure I-I shows a map indicatin g th e location of Bahrain . The main island 
of Bahrain is approx imate ly 48 kil ometres long and 16 kilometres wide . Its tota l area 
makes up to 528 km 2 
The is land of Bahrain itself has a desert landsca pe except for a narrow strip of 
vegetation along the Northern coast. Coastal lowlands rise gently towards the interior 
with th e slopes endin g at th e rim of a large vall ey kn own as the Centra l Depression. 
Most of the other island s are fl at and sandy. The highest point on Bahrain Island, 
Jabal Dukhan, is 132 m above sea level. 
The archipelago of Bahrain has an extensive coastline, which has been rec la im ed 
from the sea. Land rec lamati on was predominantly in the Muharraq , Manama and 
Tubli Bay areas. The Is land of Muharraq, for example, has quadrupled in size s ince 
1985 . Figure 1-2, shows the increase in area of Muharraq Is land between 1985 and 
2003. 
l Km 
Figure 1-2 a comparison between the size of Muharraq in 1985 (grey area) and its size in 
2003 (whi te area). 
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1. I .2. Bahrain energy natural resources 
Oil 
The first fIeld discovered in the Arabian Gul f states in 1932 was the Awali fIeld . It 
contains125 million barrels of Bahrain 's onshore oil reserves. A longs ide thi s, Bahrain 
extracts oil from the Abu Safa offshore fi e ld, located in Saudi Arab ian water but 
donated to Bahrain. A number of offshore fi e lds are now avai lab le for exp lo itation 
after an International Court of Justice 's judgement in respect of a dispute over Hawar 
Is lands between Bahrain and Qatar in 2001. 
Natural Gas 
In add ition to o il , the Awa li fi e ld is providin g most o f Bahrain ' s natural gas reserves 
of about 3.25 trilli on cubic feet (Tct). Th e country produced 327 billi on cubic feet 
(Bct) o f natural gas in 2002, a ll o f which has been consum ed loca lly for power 
generation and desa linatiol1. A luminium Bahrain (A lba) is the largest domestic 
conSllmer ofnstural gas. It uses th e natural gas to operate its power plant. 
1.2.Ai m of the research 
Th e ma ll1 a im of thi s research is to prov ide an in-depth study o f the impact of 
integratin g wi nd power into the Bahrain power system. Thi s ai m is achieved through 
the fo ll owing obj ectives: 
I . Ana lysing w ind resource in the Kingdo m of Bahra in . 
2. Study ing power demand characteristics in the Kin gdom of Bahrain. 
3 . Modelling and ana lys ing the power system in the Kingdom of Bahrain . 
4. Determining the important constraints preventing high wind penetration . 
5. Investigating poss ible ways to a lleviate these constraints. 
As far as th e above objectives are concerned, the foll owing questions a re answered : 
I . What is the max imum leve l of wind power ca pacity that can be in stall ed? 
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2. Regarding the geographi ca l distributi on of the wind reso urce across the 
country, what modificati ons need to be made to the grid to absorb the potential 
wind power that could be installed? 
3. What are the poss ible so lutions to reduce the impact of wi nd power on power 
system? 
The results of th e research are presented in thi s thes is in s ix main chapters. Chapter 2 
analyses th e wind reSOllrces in Bahrain and looks at th e main characteri stics of this 
resource . T hen the land ava ilabi lity is investigated and wind fa rm s sites are proposed 
in Chapter 3. The characte ri sti cs of the power demand a re ana lysed in C hapter 4 as 
we ll as its expected correlati on with th e potentia l wind power output on th e is land. 
Chapter 5 descri bes a mode l of the Bahrain power system and presents an analysis o f 
how the system operates at present witho ut any wind power capacity installed. 
Chapter 6 investigates the impact of wind power on Bahrain ' s power system . Chapter 
7 then describes how best to integrate wind power in to the power system. Chapter 8 
th en prov ides an overall rev iew of th e research presented in thi s thesis, highlighting 
th e key findin gs, acknowledging the limi tations of [h e methodologies used during this 
resea rch and describing the contributi on of this resea rch to this particular field of 
wind energy research. 
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Chapter 2 
Wind resource assessment 
2. t.Introduction 
Some preli minary stud ies of Bah rain 's wi nd potential we re conducted during th e early 
1990s. These studi es inc lude monthly and ann ual mean w ind speeds, and calcu lations 
of the corresponding ava ilab le wind power (A bdalla and Att ili 1992; Feregh 1993; 
Som and Ragab 1993 ; A ln aser 1995). Extens ive research study ing the variation of 
low leve l w in d ve loc ity profi les and surface wind speeds in Bahra in was a lso 
conducted (A bdall a and Alv ib 1992). This study showed that the overa ll average 
fr icti on layer (a tm ospheric boundaJY layer) thickness is approx imately 500 m, and 
that the average daytim e height is less than the average nighttime he ight. T his 
probably rei1ects the measurement of what is essentia lly a near-coastal offshore 
profi le where land tem peratures diffe r s ignificantly day to ni ght but sea temperatures 
change very little over the same period. Thi s means that wa rm er air from the land is 
advected over the coo ler sea during the day g iv ing stable conditions and then cooler 
a ir advected over the sea at night leading to unstab le conditio ns. Moreover, this study 
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reported noctu rn a l jets above 305m in excess of25m/s . A ll th e data used in the studies 
we re taken fro m the Meteorologica l Directorate at Bahra in International Airport, 
s ituated on Muharraq Island (26° 16' N, 50°39' E). Furthe r data were co ll ected by other 
researchers. (Som and Ragab 1993). at a meteoro logica l station insta lled on the 
roof top of the Physics Department Building. at th e Isa Town cam pus o f the Univers ity 
of Bahrain . Isa Town is a hi ghly populated area and is surrounded by buildings 
approx im ate ly 20 metres hi gh. Understandabl y, different annual mean wind speeds 
were estim ated for the sites examined. The site investi gated by Abda lla et a l y ie lded 
an average wind speed o f 4.9 m/s while Som et a l found a va lue o f 5.5 m/s. 
The s tudy by (Bahran3 and Mahdi 1991), assessed the potential and econom Ic 
feas ibility o f w ind power generation. They conc luded th at wind energy in Bahrain 
wo uld be most appropriate using relati vely small w ind plants for water pUIllPing and 
e lectrical generation. (A lnaser and A I- Karaghouli 2000) have a lso a rrived at the same 
conclusion . 
.~ 
~' 
or ~ ;) ~ \ ( 
( 
'.O m.I~ 
j.J m. J~tI zl) 
rabic 2-1 A li st of th ree papers wh ich used 
long-term hourly win d data. 
Period of /-Jeighl 
A 1I1hor dala a.g. / 
Abda lla et 31 1979-1987 l a 
Feregh 1980-1985 10 
Som el a l 1985- 1987, 20 
1990 
Figure 2- I the geographi ca l di stri but ion 
showing the location of the data co llection. 
However, the aforementi oned studies depended on limited data and were restricted to 
just a few sites. No assessment of th e geographi ca l distribution of wind has been 
undertaken. 
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Unfortunately, th e number o r weather stati ons available in Bahrain that can provide a 
long-term wind speed record is very limited. Tt1is makes it difficult to assess the w ind 
ava ilab le at spec ific geographica l locations and to select the most suitable sites for 
wind power production. 
Furth er in vestigati on of the is lands ' wind characte ri sti cs is required to support 
poss ible fut ure wi nd power developments. T he producti on of w ind energy is 
essentia lly dependent on the magnitude and va riability of w ind speeds. Moreover, the 
prevailing wind directions govern the separation distances between, wind turbines and 
thus affect the potential for wi nd power. For th ese reasons, the s tudy presented in this 
chapter examines the wind character istics and geographi cal distribution across the 
count ry. Hawa r Islands were exc luded from the s tudy, because no wea ther data are 
prov ided for these is lands . In add ition. they are environmenta lly protected is lands 
accollllllodating large bird s' habiiations. 
2. 1. 1. Computer and math ematica l modellin g 
Matlab was used to process the avai lable wind data, in addition the Wind Atlas 
Ana lys is and App lication Program (WASP) was used to predict the geographica l 
variati on in wi nd speed ac ross thc entire country. WAsp bases its ca lculations on three 
main models; a rou ghness change model , an obstacl e model , and a terrain now model 
including mass and momentu lll conservat ion. Despite its wide lIse and th e number of 
studies, which have in vo lved WASP, the so fiware has a number of limitati ons re lated 
to mode llin g a comp lex te rrain . Thi s shou ld not be o f a grea t concern to thi s research 
due to the fl at terra in characteri stic of the Kingdo m of Bahrain . 
W ASp does not include thermally driven effects (Petersen, E. L. 1997), such as sea 
and land breezes that are an important feature for the is lands of Bahrain. A study 
conducted by Khadem et al (Khadem and Hussain 2006), which predicated the 
monthly and annua l wind speed for Kutubdia Is land in Banglades h using WA ' p . 
They conclude that there is a good agreement between the predicated wind speed for 
th e coastal areas at the is land and the measured wind speed . T he is land covered in the 
above study has a different weather and terrain pattern compared to Bahra in, and the 
data were collected every three hours for a period of one year. Hence, the resu lt 
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produced by WA' P will have a degree oV e rror that is not evaluated in thi s thesis, due 
to the limited w ind data for Bahrain. 
2. 1.2. The source wind data 
The w ind data used for this research was obtained from the Meteorological 
Directorate at Bahrain International airport on Muharraq I sland as shown in Figure 
2-2. Wind measurements were taken using a cup anemometer at a height of lO in and 
recorded as averaged hourly data in knots. The total number of observation s is 87672, 
wh ich cover th e period from 1996 to 2 005 w ith o nly 1.75% of the total data 
considered as calm (0 knot). No gust data were in cluded and the hig hest recorded 
wi nd speed was 18 .5 m/s. 
26.282 
26.202 
26.121 
50.388 50.468 50.549 50.629 50.710 
. 
Bahrain meteorogi,al station ~' 
a 
Q 
50.388 50.468 50.549 50.629 50.710 
Figure 2-2 the meteorological station al Muharraq Island, Lat. 260 16' N 
Long. 50' 39' E. 
26.282 
26.202 
26.121 
The s ite around the meteorologica l station is fl at and surrounded by an open sandy 
area w ith Vew buildings, mainly the a irpo rt. fac ilities at maximum he ight of 
approxi mate ly 20 m a.g. l. . The nearest town to the s tati on, Qa la li , is located at a 
di stance of three kilometres northeast from th e station. 
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Figure 2-4 shows th e roughness rose around the meteoro logica l stati on. The 
roughness class has va lues ranges from zero ( for sea and sa nd) to one for suburban 
areas. During the period of 1996 & 2005, the surface roughness and o bstacles changed 
considerably in thi s area . However. in this research. the ro ughness and obstac le data 
were taken from a 2003 survey map . 
. f:::) 
<) 
o 
Figure 2-3 the obstacle map (left) and roughness rose (right) map for the s ite arou nd the 
meteorological station based on Bahrain Survey map 2003. 
2.2.Wind characteri sti cs and analysis 
In order to study the tim e vari at ion of the wind speed, the power spectral den sity is 
produced and plotted using one-hour reso luti on data, Figure 2-4. T he wind speed has 
one major peak at 24 hours reflecting a strong diurnal va ri ation and a less import.ant 
peak at 8760 hours for year-to-year variation. 
The hourly mean wind speed over th e ten years from 1996 to 2005 was 4.5 Ill / S wi th a 
standard deviation of 2.6 m/so 
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Figure 2-4 spectrum of wind speed in Bahrain for the period 1996-2005 
The diurnal variation identified above is examined in more detail. Figure 2-5 shows 
the mean daily profile for ten years of data; the maximum occurs at around 12:00 in 
the morning and drops to a minimum at around 22:00 and then increases late into the 
night. The greater wind speed during the day is mainly due to the sea breeze, driven 
by the large temperature difference between the land and the sea, as well as by 
thermal convection within the atmospheric boundary layer (Atkinson 1981). This high 
wind speed dependent on the thermally driven effects will affect as discussed before 
the outcomes from using WA'P. 
A good empirical fit to the pattern of variation is given by the equation 1. The hourly 
wind speed based on the mean daily wind speed can be generated using the following 
equation: 
_ (0.2543 Xl -1.1238 x, - 0.081x, +) 
U, = 4.4982 x 
0.1979 x4 + 0.079 x, + 0.0106 x, 
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Where Ut is the mean hourly wind speed and 
. (2:zt) (2:zt) . (4m) Xl = SIn 24 ,Xl = COS 24 ,X3 ::: sm 24 ' 
{4m) . (6:zt) X4 =co - , Xs =sm - , x =cos(6Jtt) 24 24' 24 
For t from 1 to 24 hours. 
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Figure 2-5 the diurnal pattern of wind speed in Bahrain showing the standard deviation based 
on hourly wind speed for the period 1996-2005. 
The maximum standard deviation of the hourly values (a) is 0.73 m/s and occurs at 
20:00 while the minimum of 0.46 m/s occurs at 11:00, with overall mean of the 
standard deviation of the hourly values of 0.59 m/so The large standard deviations are 
due to seasonal variations in the diurnal pattern. 
Monthly variations in the diurnal pattern were also studied and it was concluded that 
the months could usefully be grouped into four wind seasons (S) according to the 
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shape of the pattern as well as the time during the day of the maximum wind speed. 
The seasons are divided as follows: 
SI: Feb 
S2: May 
S3: Aug 
S4: Nov 
1.3 
1.2 
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Figure 2-6 the normalised seasonal diurnal pattern of average wind speed in Bahrain. The 
values are normalised to the mean wind speed for each season. 
Plotting the diurnal pattern for each set using a normalized scale (dividing the wind 
speed by the mean wind speed of the season), as shown in Figure 2-6, reveal that 
season SI and S2 both peak at 12:00, whereas S3 and S4 peak at 13:00 and 11:00 local 
time, respectively (no daylight saving). Season S3 & S4 have almost identical patterns, 
which are narrower than those shown for SI and S2. The grouped seasons are 
characterized by different land and sea temperatures, giving rise to the observed 
changes in the thermally driven winds (Atkinson 1981). 
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Figure 2-7 shows the minimum and maximum standard deviations for each season 
calculated from the 10 years of data. These can be compared with the magnitude and 
timing of those calculated across whole years. 
Although, as would be expected, the seasonal values of the standard deviation are less 
than the corresponding annual values. Diurnal variation remains apparent. 
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Figure 2-7 a comparison of the staodard deviation for the four seasons and the total value. The 
bold line represents the annual diurnal pattern. 
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Figure 2-8: annual diurnal pattern. 
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Comparing the annual diurnal pattern with that produced by (Feregh 1993) using data 
from the same station for a period of 6 years (1980 - 1985), Figure 2-8, it can be seen 
that the earlier data has exhibit higher wind speeds and the diurnal peak occurs earlier. 
The maximum for the more recent data occurs at 12:00 in contrast to 10:00 for the 
data analysed by Feregh et a!. 
Considering the fact that the meteorological station has not been relocated since 
installed, and the nearest buildings to the station have remained at a distance of a least 
one km, the differences in indicated wind strength are most likely attributable to 
infrastructural development in the vicinity of the meteorological station. Significant 
inITastructural changes have taken place since 1985. Maps of Bahrain show that the 
physical size of Muharraq Island has been quadrupled over the period with a 
corresponding increase in the number of industrial and domestic buildings around the 
airport. It is possible that the changes in the timing of the diurnal variation can also be 
explained by these physical alterations around the met station site. These alterations 
have changed the distance of the met station relative to the sea, which may 
accordingly delay the sea land breeze effect. 
The month-by-month variations in wind speed (averaged over the 10 years) are 
plotted in Figure 2-9. The higher wind speeds occur during the period February to 
June, while the lowest wind speeds are during August, September and October. 
The standard deviations, also plotted in Figure 2-9, show clearly that there is 
considerable variation within the months and only a part of this is explained by the 
diurnal variation already discussed. In addition, it can be explained by the global 
Weather pattern and the variation in of the atmospheric characteristic due, for 
example, to air pollution. 
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Figure 2-9 monthly mean wind speeds and standard deviations. 
2.3.WeibuIl distribution 
Weibull parameters have been calculated, from the aforementioned hourly data, for 
the meteorological station site using the Observed Wind Climate (OWC) application 
ofWA'P. 
The scale factor, C, varies for different wind directions between 2.4 m!s and 7.0 m!s, 
with a mean value of 5.2 m!s, while the shape factor, k, ranges from 1.9 to 2.9 with 
mean value of 2.4. Figure 2-10 shows the Weibull distribution averaged across all 
wind direction sectors, and the wind rose highlighting the directional nature of the 
wind at this location. 
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Table 2·2 Weibull parameters and mean wind speed for each direction sector at Bahrain 
International Airport. 
Direction C k u 
m/s m/s 
0 6.0 2.4 5.4 
30 4.2 2.1 3.7 
60 3.8 2.2 3.4 
90 4.2 2.0 3.7 
120 4.4 2.1 3.9 
150 4.1 2.2 3.6 
180 3.4 2.2 3.0 
210 2.6 1.9 2.3 
240 2.4 2.0 2.1 
270 3.6 1.9 3.2 
300 5.9 2.3 5.2 
330 7.0 2.9 6.3 
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Figure 2·10 the Weibull distribution and wind rose for Bahrain International airport. 
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The dominant wind direction in Bahrain is the one prevailing from the northwest; it is 
locally known as a moist cool wind that has the effect of reducing ambient 
temperatures during May and June. In contrast, July and August are characterized by 
wind from the south and southeast, which are hot, dry and sand-laden. Appendix I list 
the mean wind speed, averaged Weibull scale and shape parameters, mean power 
density and wind rose for each month averaged over the period of 1996-2005. 
2.4. The wind atlas of Bahrain 
From a description of Bahrain's topography and ground cover together with the 
hourly wind speed data, a wind atlas for the region is developed using WASP. The 
calculations were performed with corrections for the topography, obstacles, surface 
roughness and terrain effects. However, the modelling did not consider any buildings 
other than the station site. 
Six islands were included in the calculations namely, Bahrain (Main Island), 
Muharraq (weather station site), Urn Al Nassan, Sitra, Al Nabih Salih and Jedah. Of 
these, Urn Al Nassan and Jedah are unpopulated. 
For wind power assessment, the mean wind speed at a typical wind turbine hub height 
is required. Using WASP, a 60 m hub height was selected and winds at this height 
were calculated using the standard logarithmic law (Troen and Petersen 1989), the 
resulting wind atlas is shown in Figure 2-11. A contour resolution of 5 m was used to 
calculate the average wind speed and Weibull parameters for every 100xlOO metres 
blocks. At 60 metres, the annual mean wind speed for Bahrain is predicted by WAsp 
to be 6.9 mls. 
Significantly, most of the country has a mean wind speed at 60 m a.g.l. greater than 
6.5 m/so The north, west and the central rim of the main island have the largest mean 
wind speed, which is expected from the observed wind speed at these sites. However, 
the northern part is highly populated, whereas several locations in the central and 
southern parts of Bahrain are unpopulated, hence favourable for wind energy 
production. However, the land availability and grid considerations will be looked at 
later in this thesis. 
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The WAsp results presented in Figure 2-11 also indicate that there is little difference 
between the onshore and offshore wind speeds. However, this statement must be 
viewed with caution, keeping in mind the limitation of the WAsp software while 
dealing with the significant thermally driven effects on an island like Bahrain with 
high temperature and sparse vegetation. Indeed, the thermal dynamics have a great 
effect on the wind speed and the vertical wind velocity profile (Atkinson 1981). 
Therefore, the wind speed offshore would most likely be greater than that shown in 
Figure 2-11. 
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Figure 2-11 the wind atlas for Bahrain at a height of60 III a.g.1. 
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2.5. Summary 
The geograph ica l di stributi on of wi nd speed (wind at las) for th e kingdom of Bahra in , 
based on data and calc ul ations undertaken using WA' P, is presented. The data used 
were recorded by the Meteorologica l Directorate a t a wea the r station situated a t 
Bahra in Internationa l Airport (BIA), taken on an hourly bas is fo r ten yea rs, from I" 
January 1995 to 3 1" December 2005 . 
It has been found that the mean wi nd speed at the BIA weather station site is 4.6 m/s 
at 10 m a.g. !. with mean We ibull sca le and shape para meters C and k of 5.2 m/s and 
1.9 respectively. At a ty pical turbine hub he ight, these va lues are 6.9 mls, 7.8 m/s and 
1.8 respectively, which suggests that the Kingdom of Bahrain has a good wind 
resource. 
T he wind atlas shows that severa l locations in the less populated centra l and south ern 
regions of th e main is land of th e archipelago of Bahrain are potentia ll y suitable for 
w ind energy production. 
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Chapter 3 
Site selection and assessment 
3. I.Jnlroduction 
In April 2008, the Kin gdom of Bahra in has operated three wind turbines integrated 
into the Bahrain World Trade Centre', however, th ere is no nationa l leg islati on to 
regulate the constructi on and install ati on o f renewabl e energy techno logies In 
Bahrain . Hence, the site se lection and assessment descri bed in thi s cha pter is based on 
experience from other wind fa rm s located in the Middle East and Europe for s itting 
and installin g w ind fa rm s, considering the wind and geographica l characteri sti cs of 
Bahrain . Thi s assessment has considered a rea listic estimati on o f w ind energy 
potenti a l o f the possible sites and th e optimum level of wind power penetration. This 
estim ation meets the constra ints o f adequate w ind power resources and land 
ava ilability. 
1 Bahrain World Trade Centre has three 29 m (diameter) wind turbines, which were estimated to 
generate approximately 11 ~ 15% of the build ing's electricity requirements. 111C building is located in 
the northern part of Bahrain. 
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However, site assessment can be analysed considering technical , commercial. and 
env ironmental issues (EWEA 2003). In thi s chapter, only the technica l considerations 
are ana lysed, with a very brief reference to the env ironm ental considerat ions as 
appropriate and use of limited avai lab le data . Therefore, the followin g points are not 
within the scope of thi s research and will not be considered throughout this th es is: 
i-Impact on av iation an telecommunications, such as radio and TV reception 
and radar in terference from w ind turbines. 
2- noise assessment, 
3- fli cker due 10 the shadow of the sun, 
4- detailed visua l impac t, 
5- detailed road access ibility 
On the olher hand, the thes is will prov id e an in-depth ana lys is o f the fo llow ing: 
\- Wind resource assessment, 
2- La nd availability, 
3- Topographica l and geographi cal issues, 
4- Grid and operational issues . 
The onshore wi nd resource has been ana lysed in C hapter 2, hence, using its results, 
Point 2 is di scussed in detail in the fo llow ing secli ons, with a brief di scuss ion of the 
topographical and geographical issues. T he grid and operation issues will be di sc ussed 
in laler chapters. 
3.2 .Land availability 
In July 2002, the Kingdom of Bahrain was di v ided into fi ve governorates: Muharraq, 
Capita l, NOIihern, Central and Southern . The governorates cover a ll Bahrain is lands 
with a tota l population of 1.039 million (CIO 2008). 
Muharraq Govern orate is an is land that inc ludes two main towns and other small 
vi ll ages, and its popu lat ion makes up to 16% of the tota l population of Bahrain . 
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Covering the sa me area of Muharraq, Capital Governorate includes AI Manamah and 
other vi llages comprising 25% of the total population. The highest population 
densities are found in Central and Northern governorates, w ith 26% of the population 
each. In contrast, Southern govern orate covers 59.7% of the total area but 
accom modates only 7% oflhe total population , excluding Hawar Islands. 
Figure 3-1 , shows the location of the five governorates. 
Comparing Figme 3-1 and Figure 2-1 1, it is clearly shown that the hi ghest wind 
speeds are found in Southern Governorate and a narrow band in the top north of the 
cotllltry covering both Northern and Capital governorates. 
Although the Northern Governorate accommodates Bahrain World Trade Cenu-e, yet 
the high population density limits any furth er wind power projects in thi s area. On the 
other hand, the sparse population of the southern part of Bahrain offers a more 
attractive option for sitting wind farm s. 
Q 
- t High 
I Low 
Southent 
Figure 3-1 map of the Kingdom of Bahra in showing the fi ve governorales. The Colours 
indi cate the popUlation density in each governorate. 
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The Southe rn Governorate is characteri sed by coastal low land and an interior bas in . 
Most of the population is located in the northern part of th is area with rew coastal 
vill ages scattered in the northeast and northwest. Maj or developments are ongoing in 
the south- west, namely the construction of manmade islands "Durrat AI Bahrain", 
Elsewhere, there are some mili taJY sites. such as She ik Isa Air Base, located in the 
eastern part of Southern Governorate, and tOlll'i st s ites, such as Bahra in Internat ional 
C ircuit (Fo rmula I). Consequently, thi s area prov ides a good power grid infi'astructure 
as we ll as absence o f public res istance to wind farm s in sta ll at ion. Moreover. shadow 
fl icker on sunny days (throughout the year) wi 11 not be a conce rn, as there are a very 
limited num ber of bu ildings around the prospective s ites of w ind farms. 
Figure 3-2 map of the wind speed distribution for the Southern governorate, show ing A I 
l aza 'ar (top) and Ras Al Bar (bottom) si tes. The co loured scale represents different win d 
speeds (m/s). 
Fig ure 3-2 shows two locations with the highest wind speed in the south . These a re Al 
Jaz'ar, and Ras Al Bar. The map was produced using WAsI' data superimposed on a 
sate llite photograph of Bahra in taken from Goog le Eart h. 
Indeed, locating wind farm s in this area may encourage tourism - given the good road 
infrastructure - yet, keep ing in consideratio n the sa fety and pub li c access to the 
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coasta l regions. Noise is not like ly to be an issue as w ind farm noise is expected to be 
masked by the sound of the waves breaking on the shore. 
3.3. The wind turbine characteristic 
Identify ing the right wi nd turbine for a wind farm depends mainly on two criteria, the 
s ize of the turbine (rated power) and th e wi nd character isti cs of th e s ite . However, 
another key factor to be considered before anythi ng e lse is the best wind turbine 
manufactures to approach. 
Cons idering the harsh weathe r of Ba hra in, characteri sed mainly by being hot, humid 
and dusty, an extensive search has been cond uc ted to decide on the best manufactures 
to build w ind turbines that can wi thstand the weather condi ti o ns o f Ba hra in . The 
search included cond ucting persona l meetings with the manufactures to exp lore their 
turbine tec hn o logies and the working enviro nm ent o f such turbines. DeWind company 
was one company that showed a great interest in supplying the required turbines, and 
prov ided a ll the necessary data o n the ir DeWind 8.2 wind turbines. These turbines 
have been in stalled and used, wide ly_ in many countri es. The search has a lso included 
study ing othe r s ites w ith simil ar or c lose weather condi ti ons. In the Middle East, 
Egypt, Morocco and Tuni sia are the only countries, whi ch have already installed wind 
farm s. The weathe r conditi ons of the Al Zafara na wind-farm in Egypt are c lose to the 
weather conditions o f Bahrain . The wind farm accommodates 50 Nordex wind 
turbines, each with a rated power of 600 kW (N43-600 kW-three blade, stall 
regulation) (Abd El Kawy Sa leh 2003). Many palts of these wind turbines have been 
manufactured loca lly, therefore, greatly con tributin g to cutting the cost of 
manufacnlring as we ll as building the turbines c lose to th e site characteri stic. Al 
Zafarana wind farm was designed with a tota l power of30 MW. 
Considering the above- mentio ned facts, the search was then limited to both Nordex 
and DeWind wi nd turbines. 
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On th e other hand, th e land ava ilability in Bahrain is very limited. Therefore, the 
search for a wind turbine has been focused on machines with rated power of 2 MW 
and above in o rder to be ab le to install the max imum possib le wind power. 
Th e ca reful study of th e power curve for both Nordex and OeWind turbines, and 
based mainly o n th e cut-in and rated w ind speed, OeWind OS.2 has been chosen. The 
first DS.2 wind turbine was in stalled in 2006 in Cuxhaven, Germ any and has been 
installed s ince th en in Texas, Canada and several othe r co untri es. The D series 
turbines have been in operation s ince 2002. Fig ure 3-3 SllOWS a sketch of th e OS.2. It 
shows that the nominal rated power is 2 MW at hub heights o f SO m or 100 m, fo r 
wind c lasses IEC 1,11 and IEC 11 , III respective ly (Oe Wind 200S). 
Hub 
heiflht 
'f' 
<-----
SO m 
Figure 3-3 dimensions of the DeWind 08 .2 wind turbin e. 
The D seri es had been modified by the insta ll a tion of the Voith torque converter that 
connects the synchronous generator direct to the grid without the need for power 
electronics. 
The power curve of the DeWind OS.2 is shown in Figure 3-4. The cut-in w ind speed 
is 3 m/s and the rated power and cut-out w ind speed are 13.5 m/s and 2S m/s 
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respecti vely. The turbine 's three pitch regulated blades have a total swept area of 
5027 m' for a rotor diameter o f 80 m. 
2000 
1500 
§: 
" " 0 "- \ 000 
500 
Wind speed ( m/s) 
Figure 3-4 DeWi nd 08 .2 power curve. 
Us in g the power curve and the mean We ibull param eters for Bahra in, the An nual 
Energy Production (AEP) has been calculated using the foll owing equation (Burton, 
Sharpe et a l 200 I): 
P = A ~)( ~ r ex{ -( ~ ) k ) p(u ~lu ..... . ...... .. . ... . ... .. .. . . . ..... . ...... . ... ( I ) 
prQbnblilly dell!uly June/lOll 
Where k and C are the Weibu ll shape and sca le parameters respective ly, u is the mean 
wi nd speed at hub he ight and P(u) is th e turbine power output at wind speed 1/ . The 
ca lculated AEP for hub he ights of 80 m and 100 III is 5.43 G Wh and 5.76 G Wh with a 
mean capac ity factor of 3 1% and 33% respecti vely. Comparing the difference in AEP 
and th e cost fo r 80 III and 100 m height tower, the 80 m hub height was chosen. 
The w ind speed at hub he ight was ca lcul ated us ing the logarithm ic wind profi le: 
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II(=) / II(Z,) = II1(z:)/ ln(:: ) ....... ..... ... . .. ... . . . .... .. . .. ... . . ............. . . . ....... ... (2) 
Where Zo is th e surface roughness, z, and z are the refe rence height and th e hub height 
respecti ve ly. For the proposed s ites, the surface ro ughn ess Zo was chosen between 
0.00 I fo r low grass area and 0 .000 I for sandy a rea. 
3.4 .Wind farm sites 
In order to investi gate the impact of wind penetration on the Bahrain 's power system, 
a range of 0% to 100% penetratio n level' should be used. However, due to th e limited 
land availability and in suffi c ient w ind data, espec ia lly offshore, this study will focus 
on max imizing the w ind power capac ity that can be accommodated w ithin the area of 
the chosen sites. 
Ca lcul ating the power output for each fa rm will depend so le ly on w ind speed, terra in, 
topogra phi ca l and wa ke effects. From the analysis it has been found th at th e obstac les 
a round the sites will have no effect on th e overa ll power production of w ind fa rm 
because wind direction is most ly from the sea (North-West). Indeed, this a lso 
indicates that any future constructi on in the areas c lose to the proposed wind fa rm s 
will not affect long-te rm win d productio n. 
In the ca lcul ation of w ind power using WASP, the a ir density is kept constant at 1.225 
kg m-3 ( fi xed by WASP). Thi s corresponds to a sea level pressure of 1013.25 mbar and 
an a ir temperature of 15°C. Although, as will be seen in the fo ll owing chapters, the 
pressure and tempera ture vari es considerably fro m these standard cond iti ons va lues, 
no correcti on has been cons idered at thi s stage. However, thi s point will be looked at 
aga in in deta il when analys ing the effect of th e hourly wind power genera tion on the 
powe r system. 
J Wind power penetration level is calculated as the percentage or wind power to power demand. 
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3.4.1. AI Jaza' a r w ind fa rm 
The A\ Jaza'ar site, located in the area shown on th e map in Figure 3-2, covers an area 
of approxi mate ly 2.2 km', part of which is in private ownership. S urro unding the s ite 
is the sea from the west and the desert from the east to the southeast and 2 - 3 m hi gh 
vegetation from the North, and fin a lly a beach (resort) to the southeast. The s ite has 
good accessib ili ty from a ll directions and it is 11.3 km away from She ik Isa A ir Base. 
- s 
Figure 3-5 a view oflhe AI Jaza'ar win d farm (Google Earth). 
- *~ --
--.. 
Figure 3-6 the southerly direction of AI Jaza ' ar si te. 
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AI Jaza ' ar is characteri sed by lowland of " insecure sediments of shells, sand , s ilts, 
carbonates and gypsum. The sa linity oflhe so il is extreme and th e water-table is high" 
(Hi ll and Webb). This geo logy will affect the foundat ions o f the wind turb ine towers 
and furthe r investigat ion is necessary. 
Scel1ario 1 
The s ite ca n accommodate 23 wind turb ines, w ith 3 diameters separation between the 
rows facing west-nOlth and 4 diameter otherwise (Hau 2006), as shown in Figure 3- 7. 
The tota l rated output power will be 46 MW. The tota l a rea of the site is 1.8 km'. 
The total ca lculated AEP for the wind farm is 11 0.000 GWh with a capacity factor of 
26% and a mean wake loss' of 12.67%. Bo th va lues have been ca lcu lated us ing 
WASP. The capacity factor ca lcu lated may va ty from which w ill be cal culated us ing a 
mast at the chosen site. and this, as mentioned earlier, due to limitation within WASp 
modell ing, wh ich do not dea l with the therm al e ffects. 
1 t 
1f 1 l r 
• 
, 
• 'f 'i 'f ; I , 'Z • • t r 'I 1 'I 
~ . 
Figure 3-7 AI Jaza'ar wind farm Scenario I. The top shows the location of the wind fa rm 
using Google Earth software . The bottom right, the wind farm and the wind speed map 
imposed on the Google map. the bottom le ft, the arrangement of the wind turbines in WASP. 
"' A loss due to the wind turbine being behind the wake or another \vind turbine, usually wake will 
increase the turbulence and reduce the wind speed and hence the second wind turbine will produce 
less energy. 
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Scenario 2 
In thi s scenari o, the land avai lab ili ty constra int has been relaxed and th e s ite was 
extended onl y one ki lometre into th e sea in order to maintain the same onsho re wind 
characteristic and not to exceed a sea depth of more than 5 m. For that reason, it is 
necessaJY to study the sea bed characte ri sti cs. 
The Arabian Gulf is in genera l characteri sed by a complex sea bed, wi th 80% 
composed of ca lcium carbonate fo rmed as a consequence o f [h e pre-historic 
deter ioration of the sea she ll s and sea anima l bones. The southern part of Bahrain is 
characterised by dead coral reefs covered with so ft sand with a depth of between 5 -
30 m. 
High and low, tides in Bahrain occur twice a day. The max imum height difference 
OCClIrs at night during the summer month s, and during the day in w in tertime reaching 
a va lue o f 2 m. Thi s highest tida l range take place on the east coast of the country, 
while the west coast - the location o f the w ind farm sites - does not show a significant 
d ifference between the low and hi gh tide, because the sea is deeper and wave moti on 
is less (Hill and Webb). 
Cons idering th e above po ints, it is reasonab le to extend Scenario I o f A I l aza 'a r to 
give a total wi nd farm area of 3.7 km '. The depth o f the sea in thi s area ranges 
between 5 to 10 m only. The wi nd farm can now accomm odate 50 turbi nes keeping 
the same separation as Scenario I , as shown in figu re 8. The wi nd farm would have a 
tota l rated power o f 100 MW. 
The to tal net AEP, after a mean wake loss of 16.30%, is 230.294 G Wh, with a mean 
capacity factor of 25.05%. For the ca lcu lat ion of the wake losses, the linear PARK 
mode l was used: 
the vertical spread of the wake = D + 2kX ......... .. ....................... ( I ) 
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where D is the rotor diameter, X the downstream di stance from the turbine and k is 
the wake decay constant' (BaI1helmie, Frandsen et a l. 2007; Rathmann , Frandsen et 
al. 2007). The va lue chosen for k is 0 .075 for onshore wind farm ; the offshore pa rt of 
the wind farm was treated as onsho re . 
Figure 3-8 AI Jaza'ar wind farm Scenario 2, the Top shows the location of the wind farm 
using Google Earth software. The bottom right, the wind farm configuration (0 is the rotor 
diameter), the bottom left, the arrangemen t of the wind turbines in WAsP. 
Comparing the above two scenari os it can be conc luded , that, a lth ough the wa ke 
losses are higher in the second scenario, the capacity factors are alm ost the same in 
both cases. This makes the second option preferabl e. 
3.4.2 . Ras AI bar wind farm 
At the far so uth of Bahrain is Ras AI Bar. It is characteri sed by open dese rt sandy 
land scape as shown in Figure 3-9 and Figure 3-10 . The closest residenti a l area is the 
manl11ade island of Duna! AI Bahrain about 6 km away and Sheikl sa Air Base 
S The wake decay constant is a measure or how rast the wake will expand behind the rotor. and it 
depends main ly on the roughness class. For onshore wind the value is set 10 be 0.075 and ofTshore to 
0.04. 
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approx im ate ly 7.85 km away. Ras AI Bar is ra re ly v isited by peopl e, and away fro m 
any maj or citi es. 
The tota l area of the pro posed site is 4 km' , with hal f of which is in the sea. The depth 
of the sea bed ranges between 2 m to 5 m, wh ieh is considered reasonable for wind 
farm constru cti on. 
Figure 3-9 Ras AI Bar landscape. 
Figure 3- 10 the location of Ras AI Bar wind farrn (Google Earth). 
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The Ras AI Bar wind fa rm ca n accolllmodate 54 wind turbin es wi th a tola l rated 
power of 108 M W and net AEP of242.465 GW h with a mea n wake losses of 17.54 % 
and a capacity fac tor of 24.7%. 
Figure 3- 11 shows the a rrangement of the win d turb ines. It can be see n that the 
orientat ion of th e wind fa rm in creases the wake losses compared to A I Jaza ' a r w ind 
fa rm by 1.34%. However. the power o utput has increased by 5% w ith the add it ion 
of fo ur extra win d turbin es to the farm (8% increases in the fa rm size). 
Figure 3- 11 Ras A I Bar wi nd farm , the lOp shows the location or the wind farm using Google 
Earth software. The bottom right, the \\' ind farm configuration (0 is the rotor diameter). The 
bottom left, the arrangement of lhe wind turbines in WASP. 
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3.5 .Summary 
Two sites have been investigated for the possibili ty of installing w ind farms in the 
kingdom of Bahrain, AI Jaza'ar and Ras A I Bar. Both are located in Southern 
Governorates coverin g a total area of 7.7 km 2 The wind speed is mainly blowing in 
th e n0l1h-west direction, w hich is the seaside. Hence, the construct ion of new 
deve lopments in the areas around the s ite during the li fet im e of the proposed wind 
farms w ill not have an impact on the long-term power output. 
The capac ity facto r of A I Jaza ' ar and Ras A I Bar would be 25.05% and 24.70% for a 
rated power of 100 MW and 108 MW respectively. The capac ity factor of th ese two 
w ind farm s wou ld be good compared to the worldwide average (20-30%) for onshore 
w ind farm s (BWEA 2007). 
It sho uld be noted that the capac ity factor calcu lated in thi s chapter is based on the 
hourly wind data taken from the mel offi ce at Bahrai n international a irport, whi ch is 
34.64 km and 49.21 km away from A I Jaza'ar and Ras A I Bar s ite respectively . 
H ence, it is recommended to install meteorological station s close to AI Jaz'ar and Ras 
A I Ba r, to get a better unde rstanding to the characteri stic of wind for these areas. 
Neve rth eless, a detailed analysis is a lso essenti a l for the geo logy of the a rea to decide 
the suitab ili ty wi nd turbines foundation s. 
On the other hand, it is important to point out that the ca lcu lated capac ity factor and 
the Annual Energy Production (AEP) for the w ind farm s are affected by the error in 
measuring the wind speed, which is rou nded to the nearest I knot and then converted 
to m/s, with an error of 0.00 I . 
In term of this thesis, this chapter is important as it sets out the following points: 
1- The possible w ind farms projects in Bahrain, and their capac ity fac tors, w hi ch 
considered reasonab ly compared to the othe r regions in the world . 
2- To be ab le to study the impact of w ind power into the power system more 
accurate ly (as dealt with in Chapter 6) 
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Chapter 4 
Wind energy and relationship 
to electricity demand 
4.1.Introduction 
As part of studying the impact of integrating w ind power into the power system, it is 
impor1ant to study the system characteri stics in Bahra in . O ne of the main aspects to be 
considered is demand pro fil e and its corre lati on to the w ind power. Demand 
forecasting is crucial for determining unit cOlllmitm ent through which, th e start-up 
and shutdown of units is dec ided. It he lps the system operator to operate the power 
system secure ly by effi c ient dispatch, such as bring ing peaking units on line and load 
shedding . In Bahra in, load fo recasting is dependent, as with most power utilities, on 
th e actual load o f the prev ious weeks and days and a ll the fo recasted Weather 
conditions. 
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In thi s chapter, the power demand in Bahrain will be ana lysed. Hou rly data was used 
in this study, th e data has been provided by the Mini stry of Electricity and Water 
(MEW), which is responsible for operating six power stations with a total installed 
capac ity of 2 .949GW, su pply ing a demand of about 2.136 GW (peak demand in 
2007). 
Electricity consumption in Bahrain 
Electricity demand in Bahrain is divided into four major sectors: domestic, industria l, 
comm ercia l and agricultural. The largest component of the total demand is due to the 
domestic sector, whi ch uses a signifi cant number of air conditioning and cooling 
systems. The annual e lectric ity demand per capita is 11.8MWh. By contrast, the 
agricultura l sector is very limited in Bahrain and hence has the lowest power 
consu mptio n. Fi gure 4-1 shows the breakdown of the power demand by sector for the 
year 2003. 
28.4% 
IndUSlrial 
15.1% 
Agricultural 
0.5% 
---, 
Domestic 
56.00/0 
Figure 4-1 breakdown of the demand by sector in Bahrain, data provided by Ministry of 
Electricity and Water. 
Figure 4-2 shows a trend for the forecast peak power demand by year, released by 
MEW in 2002 for the period from 2003 to 2020. The rapid growth is mostly due to 
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the tourist deve lop ment and industrialization , w here the total consumption has risen 
from 1.307 GW in 2000 to 2.136 GW in the year 2007 representing an average rate of 
9.76 % for thi s period . Th e difference between the actual and the forecasted peak 
demand is sma ll until 2006, w hereas in 2007 the demand has increased by 12.07 % 
from the previous year. and thu s a 6.5% increase fro m the forecas ted va lu e. T hi s is 
mostly due to the commissioning of a number of very large projects in Bahra in such 
as the Ba hrain finan c ia l ha rbour and AI Amwaj and Dun·at A I Bahra in manmade 
islands during this period . 
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Figure 4-2 the forecast annual peak demand in Bahrain between the years of2003 and 2020 
(data provided by Min istry of Water and Electricity). The pink li ne shows the actua l peak 
demand. 
4.2.Load characteristic and analys is 
Hourly data (January 2003 to 22 July 2005) is used to study th e demand profi le in 
Bahra in g iving a total number of 224 16 hours. T he 23,d A ugust 2004 is exc luded, 
beca use of a catastrophic power cut, when a b lackout took place at around 9:00. It 
took the system until 2 1 :00 to recover fully . Fig ure 4-3, shows the demand pro fil e on 
that day. 
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Figure 4-3 the demand profile for 23 August 2004 . 
20 2·1 
Usi ng the remaining 22392 hours, a power spectral den s ity is produced and plotted in 
Figure 4-4. The spectrum ha s one major peak at 7499 hours renecting a strong annual 
va ri ation and smaller peaks at 12 and 24 hours. 
The hourly mean demand is fOllnd to be 913 MW witl, an annual standard deviation of 
336 MW. 
2 
0' 
Pen od per hour 
Figure 4-4 spectrum for power demand in Bahrain for the period 2003-2005. 
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In general, the demand is affected by seasona l variation of weather cond itions, which 
are strongly re lated to changes in temperature and the number of day li ght hours. In 
addition , ho lidays and soc ia l activ ities such as the schoo l terms and vacations can 
cause a significant reduction or increase or even a change in the shape of the demand 
profi le. 
Demand can be grouped into 5 pe riods during the year, as shown in Figure 4-5: 
Gro up I: Low demand Dec Jan Feb Mar 
Group 2: Low demand Apr Nov 
Group 3: Medium demand May Jun 
Group 4: High demand Sept Oct 
Group 5: Hi gh demand J ul Aug 
t 600r-------.---------.---------~--------~-----_, 
1-1 00 .................. ,.;..,-:: 
· · ·· · ···· ·· ········ ·························r 
~ 
V ::2 ~ 25 1000 .. 
! 800 
6 00 .......... ~-====-
Hours 
Figure 4-5 the average monthly diurnal pattern 
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The magnitude of the demand in these groups depends on Weather vari ation and the 
need for coo ling, w hereas the diurnal profi le depends on hourly behaviour. Re-
p lotting the above graph us ing a norma lized sca le (each month divided by its 
max imum demand). The demand ca n be re-categorised into three groups, as shown in 
Figure 4-6. 
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Figure 4-6 th e normalized diurnal pattern for all the months. 
Both April and November do not co rre late w ith any other months, for that reason, 
they had been grouped separately. These months represent a transit peri od from one 
season to another, the change fro m the hot summer period to the cold peri od in 
November, and vice versa in April. 
Demand is lowest around mid-Apri l, reaches a peak in August and subsequentl y 
decreases sharply unti l mid- January (around 0.450 GW) stayi ng at more or less 
constant level unti l the fo llowing April. 
Figure 4-7 presents three curves depicting typical daily demand; it shows the 
signifi c3Jl1 anlO unt of increase in demand arollnd the midd le of ApriL The peaks are 
recorded between the hOllrs of20:00 and 22 :00. 
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Figure 4-7 hourly power demand for three consecllti ve days in April 2005. 
The contri buti on fro m th e domestic sector can be seen c learly in the above figure . The 
large increase in demand during the night over the three days is due to the increase 
need for air conditioning during those hOllrs, whereas thi s increase is not noti ced 
during the day. 
Table 4- 1 li st the average hou rly standa rd deviation for each month. T he wi nter 
season has the lowest standard deviation and the hi ghest va lues a re in the summer 
months. These va lues are related to the need for a ir conditionin g during the day. 
Table 4-1 the average hourly standard deviation for each month, for the period (Jan 2003-Dec 
2004) 
Month 
Average demand Standard deviation 
MW (er) MW 
Janua,y 548 84 
Februa,y 541 79 
March 588 90 
April 777 118 
May 1099 203 
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June 1229 
July 1349 
August 1333 
September 1245 
October 1074 
November 758 
December 572 
4.3.Power demand and wind power 
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A compari son between th e mean hourly power demand and the mea n hou rly w ind 
speed at Bahrain Internationa l Airport meteorolog ica l station, at 10 III height is shown 
in Fig ure 4-8, fo r th e period from I" January 2003 to 22"d Ju ly 2005 . The flu ctuation 
in wind speed for these two years is high compared with that of the power demand . 
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Figure 4-8 compari ng the fluctuation of the mean hourly w ind speed at Bahrain Internat ional 
Airport and the power demand for the period from I SI JanualY 2003 to 22 utl July 2005. 
Figure 4-9 shows the annual mean monthly pa tte rn for both w ind power and power 
demand. It can be seen that, the max imum wind power occurs during the period of 
lowest power demand and vice versa. 
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Correctingfor ail' dens ity 
In order to compare th e profil e for both the wind power and the power demand, th e 
w ind power should be calculated for th e DeWind DS.2 wind turbine. However, the 
turbine power curves used are for standard conditions, i.e. a ir den sity of 1.225 kg/m', 
w hereas the a ir density w ill valY greatly from this va lue. Usin g hourly pressure and 
temperature data, the a ir dens ity was ca lcul ated us ing the fo llowing eq uation: 
kg/m'. ........ ...... . . ... ...... . ........... . ...... ....... .. ...( I ) 
Where P is the pressure in Pa, T is temperature in Kelvin and R is the spec ific gas 
co nstant (83 14.472 J/kmo l. k). Figure 4-13 shows the difference between the power 
ca lcul ated using standard a ir densi ty and the wind power using the corrected air 
den sity . The ca lcul ations were made for one w ind turbine. 
2807,2003 210220Q.l 16,09 200~ 13 0·1200~ 
Hours 
Figure 4-9 the difference between the wind turbine output lIsing the standard air density and 
ils oUlput wi th air density correclion for the period from I sI January 2003 to 22nd July 2005 . 
It can be seen that most of the time the power output from th e turbine wi ll be less th an 
the va lues ca lc ulated using standard air dens ity , especia lly in w inter. T he max imum 
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difference in power is 183 .3 kW, whereas with the correction the maximum increase 
is 45. 19 kW. 
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Figure 4-1 0 monthly mean an nua l power demand and wind power 
The hourly variation of ·wind power and pol,l1er demand 
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As menti oned above the demand diurnal pattern has been classified into three groups 
depending 0 11 the shape of the profil e: 
Group I 
Group 2: 
Group 3: 
Dec Jan Feb Mar 
May Jun Jul Aug Sept 
Apr Nov 
The diurnal pattern for both wind power and power demand is compared as shown in 
Figure 4-1 0 and Figure 4-1 I. 
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Figure 4-1 I a compari son between the diumal pattern for wind power and demand for group I. 
top, and group 2, bottom. 
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Figure 4- 12 a compari son between the diurnal pattern for wind power and demand for Apri l, 
top, and November, bottom. 
For group I , two main maxima and minima can be seen, the first maxi mum demand 
occurs at 12: 00 p.m., which coi ncides w ith the maximulll wind power, and the second 
durin g the period between 18:00 - 19:00, which OCCllrs during the period of the lowest 
wind power. 
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In contrast, group 2, which has the highest demand, has different behaviour to group I. 
In thi s case, there is no correlation between the wind power and power demand. The 
need for a ir conditi on ing is high after the work ing hours (14:00), and then decrease 
when people go out or gather in the living area for watching TV ( 16:00-20:00), and 
last ly at night the use of a ir conditioning wi ll be high. 
Figure 4-1 2, shows the phase shift between demand and wind speed fo r different 
months. T he phase shift was calcu lated using the norm ali zed va lues of power demand 
and wind power. It shows that the maxim um mi smatch is during the day. In additi on, 
the figure shows that in wi nte r mo nths (Dec, l an, Feb Mar), there is a smaller phase 
shift between wind power and power demand. 
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Figure 4- 13 phase shift between the power demand and the wind power. 
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4.4. Wind power penetration level into power demand 
The wi nd power penetration leve l is the hourly wi nd power production as percentage 
of the hourly demand. In order to in ves tigate impact of increas in g w ind power 
penetration into the power system of Bahrain , the ho urly power output from the 
proposed wind farm s of AI Jaza'ar and Ras AI Bar is ca lculated for the period from 
January 2003 to Ju ly 2005. Si nce the wind farm s are c lose together, they a re J11 0re 
like ly to have simil ar output profil e. 
The wind farm s w ill be generating power for 72% of the time, and the capacity factor 
for 1st Jan uaJY 2005 to 22"" July 2005, will be 15.3% for Ras AIBa r, 15.5% for AI 
Jaz'ar scenario I and 16.2% for scenario 2. The capacity fa ctors for the specified 
period above is less than the mean va lues ca lculated in perv ious chapter, because he re 
we are covering o nly a short period , s ix months only in 2005. 
The hourly w ind power is generated for a tota l installed capacity of 208 MW. Th e 
demand and wi nd power penetratio n are shown in Figure 4-1 4, a long wi th the 
ca lcul ated wind power penetration leve l. 
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Figure 4-14 comparing the demand and wind power generated - top graph - and the wind 
penetration level - bottom graph. 
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The penetrati on leve l is hi ghest during the w inter - sprin g months, and consequently 
lowest during th e Summer period. The highest instantaneolls penetration leve l 
occurred in 24 January 2003 w ith a va lue of 47% (neglecting the blackout on the 23'd 
August 2004 ). Thi s shows that two sma ll w ind farm s, such as those proposed in this 
study w ill have a maj or impact on the power system o f Ba hra in . 
The above ana lys is has been repeated us ing the fu ture projecti on of demand. 
assum ing th at the min imulll demand w ill keep increasing relative to 2007 for anoth er 
10 years at a ra te of 3.5 % per annum (va lue ca lculated from the ava ilab le data) and 
assuming that the w ind power output w ill be the sam e fo r the fo llowing years. Hence, 
the w ind power penetratio n leve l w il l be dec reas ing at a rate of 3.5% per annum 
reaching a minimulll o f 2S%, as shown in Figure 4-I S 
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Figure 4-1 5 a projection of the wind energy penetration level on the forecasted power demand 
Alth ough the proj ectio n of the minimum demand in th e fu ture is increas ing, the 
penetration level w ill sti ll be high. Accord ing to th e acceptab le w ind power 
penetrati on leve l, thi s may limit any further insta lla tion of w ind farms, and renewable 
energy in gene ra l in Bahra in . However, in the fo llowing chapters, the im pact of the 
high leve l of w ind power penetration into Bahra in's system w ill be invest igated to 
e ithe r agree or disagree with the above assum ption. 
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4.5.SulTIl1l aIY 
The hourly demand in Bahrain is ana lysed fo r the period from I SI January 2003 to 22"d 
July 2005. The power demand in Bahrain is large ly affected by the domest ic sector, 
which relies on ai r condition ing for most of the year. The air cond itioning influences 
the diurnal pattern of the demand, wh ich has been categorised into three groups. Th e 
groups represent the hot, co ld and transition mo nths. The hourly demand is compared 
wi th the wi nd speed from the Bahrain Internationa l Airport fo r the same period. 
The nlismatch between wind power and power demand is higher in summer than 111 
winter, w ith a maximum penetrati on level found to be 47% in the wi nter months . 
Despite the forecasted increase in power consumption, it is found th at the 208 MW of 
total insta ll ed wind capac ity may s ignificantly affect the power system, where th e 
estimated penetratio n leve l in a ten years time w ill be 25%. 
T he impact of wi nd power on Bahrain 's power system wi ll be investigated in the 
following chapters. The anal ys is w i 11 foc us on the operat io n of the conventi ona l 
stations and loadi ng of the tran smission lines . 
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Chapter 5 
Power system analysis and 
balance 
5. 1.Introduction 
Pr ival izatiol1 
Until 2006, electricity generati on, di stributi on, grid re info rcement, grid extens ions, 
and e lectric ity se llin g were undertaken by a nat iona l, vertica lly integrated monopo ly, 
which was operated by the Ministry of Electric ity and Water. The operating system 
obligati on in th e Vertica lly Integrated Monopo ly is to meet a ll the demand whil st 
minimizing the cost of generating e lectric ity . S ince 2006, th ere was a deve lopment 
towards power generation pri vati zation. 
A limited number o f studi es have been conducted on Bahrain ' s power system. A 
study by (A lawadhi 1999) looked at the pri vatizati on of power system. Tt di scussed 
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different proposals for the development of a privately owned power and water 
complex submitted to the governm ent of Bahrain in 1994-1 996, and whi ch were part 
of the government of Bahrain's vision to introd uce private sector into the power 
generation. Furthermore, the paper compared proposa ls submitted by different 
compani es. Owing to the sma ll s ize of th e market and the fact that Bahraini 
consumers would have to pay for the real power and water prices, or the governm ent 
shou ld carry on subsiding the power and water sector which w ill increase the burden 
on the government. The author conclud e that th e market of Bahrain is not ready for 
power generati on privatization 
Nevertheless, broader studies coveri ng the Gulf Cooperation Cou nci l (GCC) cou ntries 
have investigated schemes for improving the effic iency of the GCC countri es power 
system as a who le and not just Bahrain. For exampl e, (A I-Alaw i 1999) study focused 
on the power and gas intercollnect ion bet\veen the individual GCe countries, and on 
establ ishment of a long term demand side management strategy fo r both power and 
water. In contrast to Alawad i. AI-Alawi encouraged the GCC countries to cons ider 
e lectri c power privatizati on. 
Recently, Bahrain has taken seri Ous steps towards privatization through inviting 
internat ional companies to bid fo r a contract to build and run a 1200 MW power and 
desa lin ation pl ant. With a Capacity of 470 MW, Bahrain awarded its firs t private 
project station to the Belgian finn Tractebel. The first phase of the gas-fired A I Ezza l 
Power station began commercial operat ion in mid of 2005. The full capacity of 950 
MW was completed by mid of2007. 
The privatization of AI Hidd power station (Hidd Power Company) was the next step, 
where in January 2006 Internationa l power, together wi th partners Suez Energy 
International of France and Sum itomo Corporat ion of Japa n signed a 20-year power 
and water purchase agreement with the Ministry of Electricity and Water. 
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Grid interconnection 
Alongside, in 2008 Bahrain has j o ined the GCC power grid consortium . The GCC 
power grid w ill connect the independe nt power grid of eac h member in three phases. 
Phase I wi ll include connecting Bahrain to Saudi Arab ia v ia two 40 km submarine 
ca bl es of 600 MW each. 
In ord er for the interconnection to he lp smoothing, the power demand by shari ng the 
power generation between the countries, the ir power demand profile should be 
diffe rent. However, look ing at the power demand profile for the reg ion us in g data 
provided by GCC C igre6, as summarized by Tab le 5-1 , it is c lear that the peak 
demand occurs within the same period during the years for the six cou ntries. In the 
oth er hand , it has been forecasted that the interconnecti on wi ll save up to 50% of the 
indiv idual grid spinning reserves (B lackaby 2006), 
Table 5-1 Times oflhe annua l peak demands for the GCC countries (2002-2004). 
2005 2 003 2004 
Co untry 
Date time date time date time 
Ba hrain 24 Jul 15:07 23 Aug 14:49 23 Jul 14:43 
UA E 03 Sep 14:45 12 Ju l 14:45 14 A ug 14:45 
Oman 05 Jul 15: 00 05 Jul 15 :00 17 Jun 15:00 
KSA 03 Aug 12:00 17 Jun 15:00 11 Sep 15:00 
Qatar 22 Jul 13:41 18 Jun 13:4 1 12 Jul 13:4 1 
Kuwait 22 Ju l 14:45 06 .1ul 14:45 6 A ug 14:45 
5.2.Power stations 
In Bahrain, there are fou r power-only stations and two combin ed water and power 
com plexes' as shown in Table 5-2. 
6 Gulf Cooperation Council regional comm ittee for large electric system. 
7 Uses the exhausted heat from the gas turbine to operate a dcsal ination Ullit. 
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Table 5-2 Generating and capacity units in Bahrain 's power system. 
Gas 
Station 
turbine 
Riffa 
Phase 5 0 CGT 
Phase Il 6 OCGT 
Sitra 
Phase I 
Phase 11 I OCGT 
Hidd 
Phase I 2 OCGT 
Phase 11 3 
CCGT8 
Man ama 2 OCGT 
AI Ezze l 4CCGT 
Muharraq 
A lba 37 
OCGT 
8apco 
Steam 
turbine 
4 
2 
Diesel 
engmes 
2 
Total Water 
capac ity capacity 
MW m3/day 
250 
450 
100 
30 
272 
690 
32 
11 00 
30 
1565 
20 
124,000 
135,000 
Year 
con11llissioned 
1982 
198 1 
1985 
1985 
1999 
2003 
1975 
2005 
1976 
NA 
NA 
Until 2007, Al Ezzel station has been operating as OCGT with summer output of7S0 
-948 MW. AI Hidd Phase JI combined cycle gas turbine has gas turbines with 
effic iency around 50% if operati ng as CCGT and 36.4% for th e open cyc le operation. 
However, Phase 11 is operating as OCGT for 33% of the time. 
8 Combined cycle gas turbin e, is composed of a gas turbine that will have an efficiency comparable of 
that or steam turbine, but it wil l also has an exhaust heat that will be used to raise a steam to operate a 
steam turbine. This will enhance the total efficien cy of the system LIP to a value of 65% for the new 
installat ions (Boyee 2005). Moreover. thi s will improve the start and shut down time. 
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A new po wer station is to be commiss ioned in So uth ern Gove rnorate, AI Our pr ivate 
power station a longs ide the new deve lopm ents in the south ern area, such as Durrat A I 
Bahra in manm ade is lands and the AI Areen Resort. Figure 5- I shows the distr ibution 
o f the power stations acrOSS the Is lands of Bahra in. 
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Figure 5-1 Bahrain showing the distribution of the stations. 
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Aluminium Bahrain (A lba) is one of the la rgest aluminium smelters in the world , 
prod uc ing in excess of half a million tonnes of prim3lY a luminium eac h year. 
Smelting is a ve!)' energy intensive process and Alba operates 19 generatin g units 
with a total in sta lled capacity of 1565 MW. Under an agreement, Alba supplies to the 
Mini st!)' 240 MW. Although, Bahra in Petroleulll Company (Bapco) Refinery has its 
own power stati on it consum es around 30 MW. 
5.3. Transm iss ion system 
Bahrain's power transmiss ion system ope rates at 220 kV and 66 kV systems w ith 
sections in Manama and Muharraq operates at 33 kV. The system run s through 83 
transmission substation s. There is 113 kill of220 kV und ergrou nd cab ling and 425 km 
of underground 66 kV cab lin g, plus 22 km of ove rhead lines. The 33 kV portion of 
the transmi ss ion network has 36 km underground and 13 km of overhead lines. 
o ~ o I 11 OQ8 III~ o c __ _ 
p 
Figure 5-2 Bahrain transmission network for the year 2005. 
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Figure 5-2 shows the [ransm iss ion substations, the purple blocks are the power 
stations substati ons; a ll are 220 kY except Manama and Muharraq power stations. The 
ova l-shaped substati ons are indicated by the blue 220 kY, the pink 66 kY and fi na lly 
the gray 33 kV substations. 
On 16th of March 2008, Bahrain signed a COlllract with ESBl , an Iri sh consulting 
company to undeltake a study for the infras tructure req uirements for the 220 kV and 
66 kY transmission system s to be able to deli ver th e power generated by the 1200 
MW new power station in the South ern Govern orate, AI Our privale power and water 
station. 
SA.Mathematical and computer modelling 
In power system s, the mam aIm is to balance the demand and th e generation. The 
balance is maintained in short-term framework, where the second and minute 
variation of the power system is analysed, and in a medium-term to long- term 
fram ewo rk (starting from an hour interva l). The long-term wi ll de term ine the 
capacity, type and numbe r of generators, whereas th e med ium will dec ide wh ich 
generators are onlineloffline or in standby mode, and their power output. 
The power systems are usually modelled for long, med ium and short-term framework, 
respectively. Because of Ihe data resolulion of bolh the w ind and power demand data, 
in this study Bahrain's power system was modelled for a med ium-term framework. 
S.S .Adjustment of power sharing through frequency set-point 
The Economic Dispatch (EO) is a process of calcul ating the desired power output for 
each online gene rator in the system using their fue l cost Curves. The main aim of the 
EO is 10 minimize the cost of operation and nol re liab ility of the system. 
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For small system s, which are dominated with small flex ible generators, such as gas 
turbines, the system operator's a im is to maintain high system re liab ili ty. Generators 
in these systems should always operate within their operat ion limi{ 
The generators output are controlled by th e speed governor system, which is provided 
with a droop characteristic curve. The generator droop 'o is representing a linear 
relation between the frequency and th e power. Each generator output can be 
characterised by the droo p curve, as shown in Figure 5-3. 
set-point frequency 
/ :L~~~ . 
... ~ 
operating frequency 
50 100 
Percentage power output (00) 
Figure 5-3 the governor speed droop characteristic curve 
Initially, the generator will be at a set-po int frequency t ·" when the generator IS 
loaded, the frequency will drop/ increase to a unique operatin g frequency J, which can 
be ca lcu lated as follows: 
/,,-/= RM 2 
9 operating the gl!l1 crators within upper and lower limit. These lim its are different for each generator. 
For steam lurbines, it is prcfcrred to nOI 10 operate Imvcr than 30% of its rated output. 
10 Also known as the speed regulation 
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Where LlP is th e change in the percentage power output a nd R is droop in Hz. Usually 
the percentage droop is more com mon in power system, where a generator wi th a 40/0 
droop, for example, means th at a change in frequency of 4% w ill cause the generato r 
to generate its full output. 
I f more than one generator is connected in parallel into the system, then the system 
will have a total droop characteri stic as follows: 
1 1 I I 
--= - + - + ... + - + 3 
R .• yS RI R2 Rill RII 
The load will be shared between the generators according to following equation, 
4 
Where Dw,,,1 is the total demand on the system and P is the power o utput. However, 
the power output by each generator will be dependent o n the droop characteristic of 
each one and the system operating frequency, as shown in Figure 5-4. 
f1 
fi 
G 1 G m 
p fin 
....... .. > G LI 
o o o 
D1 Dro 
Figure 5-4 a graphica l presentation of the load sharing within different generators 
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Hence, the power o utput P, ca n be ca lcul ated us ing th e fo ll owing equat ion: 
P = ;; - /" ., 
, R 
, 
5 
Where Iy., is the system operati ng frequency of the system whi ch corresponds to a 
specific demand, and I, alld R, is the set-po int frequency and droop for thc ;," 
generator. 
The system frequency I )'.," is ca lcul ated for each power demand, and can be defined as 
th e system reference frequency plus the drop in the frequency as the demand varies, 
so: 
r = j " + ~r • .~'.f re! 'J .~s 6 
1,4 is the reference freq uency of the system, LJI<., is th e varia ti on in the system 
frequency , and can be ca lculated as follows (Kundur 1993): 
7 
However, equation 7 is true on ly if a ll the generators in the system are on governor 
ac tion and within their upper and lower limit of power output. 
Example J 
A ssuming fOllr generators are connected in parallel, each generator has a set-point 
frequency J; and a droop R" then: 
D =};-J;y,+ J;-I,, +f3-/,y, +J;-/,y., 
<olnl R R R R 
1 2 3 4 
8 
Rearranging the above eq uat ion to calculate the system freque ncy};y" we get 
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J, = ( R,R, R,f , + R,R,R,f, + R,R,R,f3 + R, R,R3f') _ 
~ ~~~ + ~~~ + ~~~ + ~~~ 
new systelll set-point 
( (R, R,R3 R,) )D , ~~~ + ~~~ + ~ ~~ + ~~~ . -
If." 
9 
Then the va lue off,)" is used to calculate th e power output for eac h generato r us ing 
equati on 5. 
Example 2 
I f generator I & 2 in the above exampl e reached the ir upper or lower output I im it, or 
0 11 governor action, then they will have a fi xed o utput X , and X2 respecti ve ly , hence 
equa tion 8 will be, 
D - X X / ;- / ')" f, - l~y, 
ww/ - I + 2 + R + R 
3 , 
10 
J, = ( R,R,[X, +X,l) + ((RJ 3 +RJ, )-(R3R, )D"w,) 
'" (R, + R,) (R, + R,) II 
In genera l, for n generators in the system , let us assume a set IS} co ntain s all the 
generators in the system and two other sets {A} and {B}, where the following is true 
{A }n{B}= ~ 
{A}U {B}= is} 
Where ~ is an empty set, and the member of {A} and {B} can be defin ed as fo ll ows: 
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is true onl yandonl y iF 
is tru e only and only iF 
{
o n governorac ti o n 
w ithin it' s opera ti o nlim it 
{
not on governoraction 
o uts ide i!, s opera ti o n limit 
Hence, equati on 11 written in a more genera li zed form is shown below: 
j ;y, = ",IR l(rJR,XIx,)+(I(n R;)f,)-(n R;)D"""J ~ I l ie/I jeH keA le A leA 
leA 
Where i. j and k are positive integers and i * c 
12 
Us ing equati on 12, th e power o utput for any generator in a vel1ically integrated 
system is ca lcul a ted based ma inly on th e fo ll ow in g info rm ation: 
1- Droop characterised curve, 
2- Generator size 
3- O peratin g limits, 
4- Frequency set-po int, 
5.5 .1 . Computer implementation 
Using Matlab, the power sharin g, using equation 12 is modelled. The model w ill read 
the generators information, and th en creates a column matri x for each data, Figure 
5-5. 
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u, 
U, 
& 
L, 
L, 
RI) J" 
~ ~ 
droop value for each gcnerJtol sct,polut frcllll cncy for each generator 
P" 
'-r----' 
Rated power 
U" 
'-------v----' 
gCl1 crator upperl!!nit 
L" 
~
gCl1cralor lowerlimit 
Figure 5- 5 the input information for the software. 
The model will a lso create nxn droop matri x, as shown in Figure 5-6. 
Throughout the running process, the model will ensure that the generators are 
operating within their output limit, if not; th e ir information w ill be extracted from 
the droop matrix shown below: 
o R, 
R, 0 
o 
R, 
R, 
o R, 
e.~lractinE. the first gC Ilt'rator by removing first row & column) R) 
R, 
R" o 
R" 0 
resull "matrix 
Olsmal droop malflX 
Figure 5-6 the extract melhod for a generator 
Figure 5-7 shows the power sharing model fl owchart, changing any information in the 
generators data w ill require resetting the system to step I. 
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Ca[ cul ate generators 
output using equation 
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Check 
operati on 
limit 
\ ' es 
End 
AI Bullasa 2008 
CrCilte droop matrix 
Yes 
Figure 5-7 the power sharing model now chart 
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5.5.2. User Interface example 
Figure 5-8 shows the main window of the power sharing software. The w indow shows 
a list of ten generators sharing a demand of 800 MW. All th e generators have the 
same droop characteri stic except the seventh generator; all are on govern or action 
except th e eighth generator. The system refe rence frequency (set-point freque ncy) is 
altered using the scroll bar. 
The output of each generators and the system frequ ency are ca lculated us ing equation 
5 and 11. respectively. 
f IfJ (~Ic ul~tint-systelll_powel_sh~ring GJ fj 
I Po.r Sharing 
I Run I I stop I I lnstw System I 
Load 800 WI System frequency 48.0623 Hz 
, Ger<fators routpoJ lae ..... j Rated power [)oop Refreerce FreqJenC)' Gave"", acful Power ()N'I) 
0 100 5 -IC·I 0 78 
0 100 5 -1 1 '1 0 78 
50 5 
-I C 'I 0 I 39 0 
0 50 5 -rC'1 0 44 
0 50 5 -IC'I 0 39 
0 150 5 ·11 '1 0 116 
0 150 4 'IC'I 0 145 
0 25 5 'I C 'I 0 25 
0 170 5 -11 '1 0 132 
0 135 5 -11 '1 0 105 
Figure 5-8 the main window of the power sharing software 
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From the above resu lt, the fo llow ing is observed: 
I . The eighth generator is not on governor acti on; hence, the generator output 
equals its rated power. 
2. Th e fo rth generator has a reference freque ncy higher than all the other 
generators (50.03 Hz), hence th e output of this generator is 44 MW, whereas 
the other two 50 MW generators are generating 39 MW each. 
3. The seventh generator has a droop of 4%; hence, th e power output is hi gher 
than the s ixth generator. 
5.5.3. The Weather effect 
In order to study the Weather effect, it is necessary to understand the different 
operation stages in the open cyc le gas turbine. For sim plicity, the operation was 
di vided into four stages as shown in Figure 5-9. In the compressor stage, the inlet a ir 
wi ll com press the inle t a ir in creas ing its pressure . The hi gh-pressure a ir w ill be fed to 
the combustion stage. In thi s stage, the a ir w ill be mixed with the fue l, such as natural 
gas, and combusted in a chamber maintaining the same pressure. In the turbine stage, 
the a ir w ill be a ll owed to expand through the turbine blades, producing mechanica l 
powe r. The compressor wi ll consum e part of the mechani ca l power and the generator 
will use the rest. The exhausted gases from the turbine stage will have the sa me 
pressure as the atmospheric pressure. 
The ambient Weather parameters for the inl et air w ill play a significant ro le in the 
performance of the open cyc le gas turbine (Boyce 2005). The generators are usua lly 
rated under standard ambient weather conditi ons, whi ch are specified by (ISO 2004), 
va lues a re 15"C, for the temperature, 1013.2 mbar fo r the pressure and 60% relative 
hum idi ty. 
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Figure 5-9 open cycle gas turbine diagram 
The am bi ent temperature wi ll have a signi fi cant effect on the open cyc le gas turbine 
than pressure and humidi ty. When the inl et a ir temperature increases, for example. 
this w ill cause the compressor stage to consum e more power and hence reduc ing the 
overa ll power output of th e gas turbine. 
The effect of ambient temperature wi ll depend o n the type of the generators and even 
within the same type it is a generator spec ific characteristic. In genera l the power 
output of an open cycle gas turbin e will fall by around 10% from the standard ISO 
conditions when the temperature reach 30°C (Sullerey and Agarwal 2006). 
Figure 5-10 shows the power correction factor for the temperature, pressure and 
humidity for th e period of January 2003 to July 2005. The Weather data was provided 
by Bahrain International airport meteoro log ical s tation. 
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Figure 5- 10 power correction factor for each Weather parameters for the period of 0 1 /0 1 12003 
to 22/0712005. 
Although the effect of the pressure and humidity is small compared to the 
temperature, the drop in pressure in July (997.3 mbar) wi ll cause a red uction in the 
generator power output by 2%. The max imum reduction in power due to variation 111 
humidity was found to be 0.06% . 
Us ing the correction factor, th e power output of a generator in Riffa station was 
ca lcu lated assuming an independent re lation between each factor. T he total correction 
factor is the multiplication of the three correction factors, as shown in I J. Figure 5- 1 I 
shows the deficiency in the power output. 
Total correction factor = CFT + CFI' + CF H J3 
Where CF T, CFI' and CF H are the correction factors for the temperature, pressure and 
humidity respectively. 
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F igure 5- 11 the impacl of the W eather parameters effect on a gas turbine power output in 
Riffa stat ion . 
Figure 5-1 1 shows the impact of Weather parameters ove r the operation of gas 
turbines. Accordingly, this impact is considered in the power-sharing model to 
correct the power output of each generator. The co rrections are app lied us ing the 
ava ilab le Weather data for the period 2003-2005. 
5.5.4. The unit commitment (UC) 
The generators in a power system can be categori sed as follows: 
Base mode : generators in this mode will supply 60% to 70% of the annual energy and 
they are characterised with a low operating cost, and wi ll have a capacity facto r" 
within the range of75% to 90%. 
intermediate load: flexible generators that will represent 20-20% of the an nual energy 
and usua lly used to balance the disturbance in demand within less than an hour frame 
work, it has capacity factor of 20-75%. 
11 A measure orthe anllual powerolltpul of lhe generator compared lo its maximum production level. 
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Peak load: th ese generators are used to supply peak demands, and they w ill supply 
around 5% of th e tota l energy and characte rised w ith a low maximum capability , w ith 
a capacity factor of20% only. 
Se lecting th e category of the stati on or generator depends on the type of the stat ion or 
generator. In gene ral , systems domina ted by open cycle and combined cyc le gas 
turbines the fo llow in g a re cons idered: 
I . Combined-cyc le plants have lower operating costs than a steam turbine, when 
gas or o il is used. Fuel fl ex ibility " is hi gher fo r steam turbines. In genera l, 
modern CCG T plants a re mo re flexible and less expensive th an steam turbines. 
Due to the high capita l cost and low fuel , cost and high effic iency the 
combined cycle gas turbine are usually categorised as base load. 
2 . A lthough the open cyc le gas turbine is eq ua lly flex ibl e, yet it is more expensive 
to run than the combin ed cycle gas turbine. For this reason, the open cyc le gas 
turbine is used for peak load or interm ediate load. Gene ra ll y, open cycle gas 
turbine is operated for a lim ited number of hours per year. 
In Bahrain the power stations is divided as fo llows: 
Base load: 
AI Hidd CCGT 
Sitra Steam turbin es 
IlIlerll7ediale load: Riffa OCGT 
AI Ezze l OCGT 
Peaking load: Manama OCGT 
Muharraq Diese l engines 
The output of the above s ta tions w ill be affected by the va riation of demand in an 
hourly and seasonal time framework , which is driven by the Weathe r conditions, such 
12 Fuel flexibili ty means that steam turbine can be derived by any uni ts, which can produce enough 
steam (0 opemtc the steam turbine. These units can be fuelled by coal , natural gas or oil. 
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as temperature and day li ght. Mo reover, demand w il l be affected by othe r 
unpredictabl e events that cannot be expla ined in te rms o f the weather conditions, 
these are differe nt loads conn ected to the system with variab le operation. This large 
variatio n in demand wi ll hence require good scheduling and sometim es frequent 
modification to the uni t commitment. 
The unit commitment is defin ed as a meth od to schedul e th e generators to be e ither 
o lllin e or online as fo llows. Thi s schedu li ng will inc lude generalors in a ll th e three 
categories. 
There are di ffe rent methods for the unit commitm ent. Dependin g on whether, the 
sySlem operalors woul d like to ensure hi gh system re liabili ty or to reduce th e fue l 
consumption and improve the overa ll e ffi c iency . 
In Bahra in, unit commitment is based on a simple schedule as shown in Table 5-3 . 
The schedu le will ensure matching the annual vari atio n in demand through 
mainta ining the system re liab ili ty . T his will consequently inc rease the fue l 
consumpti on and in crease the number of part loaded generators, and hence reduce the 
overa ll effi c iency of the syslem. The month ly unit commitment was prov ided by 
Mini stry of Electric ity and Waler For 2005. 
Table 5-3 unit commitment for the Bahra in's power stations generator for 2005. 
Station Gen Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Scp Oct Nav Dec 
Rim, I 0 1 I I I I I I I I I I I I 
02 I I I I I I I I I I I I 
0 3 I I I I I I I I I I I I 
04 0 0 0 I I I I I I I I 0 
05 0 0 0 0 0 I I I I 0 0 0 
Ri rra ll 06 0 0 0 0 0 0 I I I 0 0 0 
G7 0 0 I I I I I I I I I 0 
08 I I I I I I I I I I I I 
09 I I I I I I I I I I I I 
0 10 I I I I I I I I I I I I 
0 11 I I I I I I I I I I I I 
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Sitra I TA l 
TA2 
TA3 
TA4 0 0 0 0 
Silra Ir GT5 0 
Manama ]8 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
182 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Muharraq AEG I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
AEG2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Hidd I GTII 
GTI 2 0 0 0 0 
Hidd 11 GT2 1 
GT22 
GT23 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
51'28 0 0 0 0 
AI Czze! G I 0 0 0 0 I I I I I I 0 0 
G2 0 0 0 0 I I I I I I 0 0 
G3 0 0 0 0 I I I I I I 0 0 
G4 0 0 0 0 I I I I I I 0 0 
SI 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
52 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5.5.5. Adjustin g the system tota l frequency 
The fina l stage in the power sharing modelling is to adjust the system to ta l frequency. 
The interm ediate load generato rs and some pea king load generators wil l make the 
adjustment. These generators wi ll be fin e-tun ing the system to ta l frequency within an 
acceptable level (±O.05 Hz). The adjustment will involve chang ing the set-po int 
frequency through an iterati ve method. The increasing or decreasing in the generato r 
set-po int fi·equency depends on the ra il or ra ise in the system frequency, respective ly, 
chang ing the generator power output. 
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Comparing model OlllpZlI againsl measured 
To evaluate the power-sharing mode l cons idering all the aforementioned points, 
correction factor and frequency adjustment. Figure 5- 12 and Figure 5- 13 shows the 
real and calculated power output usin g the mode l. Th e model was run for a ll the 
stations for a s ing le ho ur at 09 :00 a.m . of 09 May 2005 . In additi on, the output of 
Riffa statio n was ca lcu lated for two days. Modelling the hourl y power output showed 
a bener agreement w ith the real data than the dai ly output. This is because; the 
mode lling did not cons ide r the possibility of taking the generators offlin e durin g the 
day due to generators failure or any other reasons. H ence, the maximum percentage 
error in ca lculating the power output of the Riffa station is 4% for these two days. 
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Figure 5-1 2 the rea l and calculated power output at 9:00 a .lll . in 09 May 2005, for all power 
stations. 
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Figure 5-1 3 the rea l and ca lculated power output for Riffa sta ti on for two days. 
5.6. Modelling Bahrain power system 
The Mini stry of Electricity and waler provided data for the power system in Bahrain, 
included information for a ll the generators connected into the system . This 
informat ion was used by the mode l to ca lculate the power output of a ll the generators 
for the period of two and half yea rs from I " January 2003 to 22"d July 2005. 
The data used into the power-sharing model is included in three data files. The 
Generator properties .file contains the rated power output, the s tart set-point 
frequency, the lower and upper limit power output of th e generators" The unil 
commitment file contains Table 5-3 and fina lly the demand file conta ins the average 
hourly demand for the period fo rm I " of January 2003 to 22"d of July 2005. 
Using th e above data, the hourly power outpu t was ca lculated fo r each generator. 
F igure 5- 14 shows the total power generated by each station fo r the spec ified period . 
It is c lear from the graph when A I Ezze l station started operating. 
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Figure 5- 14 the stations power output for the period from January 2003 to Ju ly 2005. 
It can be observed from th e above fi gure th at both Riffa and AI Ezze l are on governor 
action and the ir outputs are follow in g the power demand . The small variation in th e 
output of th e base load stati ons, Hidd and Sitra. are due to the weath er effects. 
5.6. 1. Operating reserveS 
Operating reserve is a capac ity in the system that wi ll be used when there is a need to 
supply an extra unplanned demand, and in cludes spinning and non spin ning reserve. 
Spinning reselv es are online i.e. conn ected to the system, which respond to any 
change in demand and used to mai nta in system frequency stability. Non-sp inning 
reserves are offli ne generators (not connected to the system) and need to supply 
demand within rew hours interva l. 
The required spinning reserves are related to the largest unit in the system (generator, 
transmi ss ion lines, etc) and load forecast error. However, in Bahrain the system 
operation are planned in a monthly bas is, so the load fo recast error for a !'articul ar day 
is assum ed eq ua l to zero . Since th e largest unit in the Bahrain 's power system is a 
transmission line with a power fl ow capacity of 360 MW. A minimum of spinning 
reserve of360 MW should be maintained all the time. 
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Using th e prov ided unit commitment, T abl e 5-3 , the ava ilable spinning reserves in the 
system were ca lculated for the period fro m I January 2005 to 22 July 2005. This 
pe riod was considered only in the cal culati on, because it has the maximum in sta lled 
power capacity. The results were compared w ith th e required spinning reserves of 
360 MW, Figure 5-1 5. 
2500 .----,,----,-----,-----r-----r-----,----,-----,-----,-----n 
2000 
'1 ,/, ' -' 
01 Mar 05 30 Apr 05 29 Joo 05 
Hours (1 Jan 2005 - 22 July 2005) 
_ Demand --- Available spinning reseves required spinning reserves 
Figure 5-1 5 a spinning reserve for the period from I Jan 2005 and July 2005. 
In winter the ava ila ble spinning reserves are equa l to the required spinnin g rese rves, 
whereas, Th e spinning reserves in Slllllme r is signifi cantly more th an what is 
required. Th e increase in the ava ilabl e spinnin g reserves started at the begi nning of 
Formul a I season, wh ere the population will in c rease dramatica lly during thi s pe riod . 
Thi s increase w ill rema in during th e summer month s, which is tremendously affected 
by the air conditioning. 
5.6.2. Part load operation 
Alth ough the re liabili ty w ill be greater fo r a larger spinning reserve in th e system, a ll 
these part loaded generators w ill reduce the th e rma l effi ciency and consequently w ill 
increase considerably the system's fue l cost. 
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Th e thermal efficiency of a gas tu rbin e '/rh is de fined in term of generator output and 
the fuel usage, where: 
generatoroutput (k W) 10""/ 
'7,11 = K x x V / 0 QxLHV 
14 
Where K is the heat rate (kJ/kWh), Q is the vo lume now rate (m3/h) and L!-IV is the 
low heating value (kJ /m3) (8ayce 2005) . Figure 5-16 shows the drop in thermal 
effic iency from the generator maximum value as the generator output decrease. For a 
ty pica l open cyc le gas turbine, the thermal effic iency wi 11 range between 25% and 
45%. 
..._-------- ----_._- -------------- --- --- ._. __ . __ ._ ... --
SOO 0 • -- - _. --- - -- - -- - - - --- -- - - --
60°0 .- -------------------
1000 0 
Figure 5-16 the drop in of the maximum thermal efficiency of open cycl e gas turbine against 
the load (%) 
As mentioned earl ier, open cycle gas turbines are usua lly operated as intermediate 
load, where a margin mllst be kept for any sudden increase in power demand. It is not 
advisab le to operate them below 50%. Operatin g be low 50% w ill callse an increase in 
fu e l consumption per kWh and consequently increase in exhaust green hOllse gas 
em iss ions. The efficient operation for a gas turbine is around 95% (Nexus 2002) . 
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Figure 5- 17 shows the hourly capac ity factor of a ll the generators in the system. It is 
c learl y shown that most of the generators in Riffa power station (GI-GI I) are 
operat ing most of the time below 50%. Even though AI Ezze l is new station , the 
capacity factor was way below 95%. However, the base load generators are operating 
in the range of 100% for S itra power and water station most of the time, and 80% for 
AI Hidd station. The reduction in the base load station s output are due to the weather 
variation. 
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Figure 5-1 7 the hourly capacity factor of the generators in the system, the co lour bar is 
showing the percentage of the power output. 
5.6.3 . Cyc ling frequency 
In addition, of th e part load operation, some of the generators in the intermed iate 
stations wi ll generale no power, when lhe demand is very low. Consequently, the 
cycling frequency, starting and stopping, of the generators w ill increase. Th is may 
result in a thermal fatigue of the turbine blades. Thermal fatigue is a result of the 
heating and coo ling process during the start and stopping of the gas turbi ne generator. 
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Figure 5-1 8 comparing the hourly power demand and the hourly cyc ling for a generator in 
Riffa station. 
Figure 5-1 8 shows the hourl y cycling of a generator in Riffa station. In Marc h extra 
generators were brought online, thi s increased the spinning reserves. However. the 
low demand has resu lted in high cyclin g frequency in this peri od. It is c lear fj·om the 
fi gure th at when th e demand in creased, the cycl ing has red uced 
5.7.System baJance and security issues: transmiss ion adequacy 
In th e previous secti ons, the s ing le node behavi our of the power system was 
investigated. In thi s section, the power fl ow in the network w ill be ana lysed. The 
max imum allowable power fl ow in the transmi ss ion line is set by its thermal limit, 
which depends on the characteristic of th e line (Kundur 1993). If the line has 
exceeded its thermal limit thi s may cause damage res ulting in di sconnecting th e lin e 
and conseq uen tl y overload ing the remaining lines. Thi s effect is known as power fl ow 
congestion and could have a catastrophic impact on the power system. To measure if 
the transmiss ion lin e has exceeded its thermal limit, a percentage of the apparent 
power fl ow S in (MVA) to the max imum line ratin g in MY A will be calculated: 
. S(MVA) 
Percentage 10ad ll1 g = ---'-----"-- ............... . .... . .... . 
S",~ (MVA) 
......... .... .. .......... ( I ) 
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In order to evaluate the power flow through out Bahrain ' s transmi ss ion system, a time 
step simulation has been conducted us ing power world simulator (PowerWorld 1997-
2008). This simulation used one-hour time steps to run seven month s data. The input 
data to power world simulator included generators, transmiss ion lines and substations 
data. The result of power sharin g model discussed in chapter 5 was used to as an input 
data for the hourl y power output for each generator in the system. No forced outage 
rate For allY transmiss ion section was included in the simulation. 
s.8 .DC load flow 
Power world s imulator ca lcu lates the power flow in the transmission system, e ith er by 
AC flow usi ng Newton-Raphson13 power fl ow a lgorithms (Das 2002). or DC flow 
method. In this study on ly the DC flow method has been used. The decoupling, 
reactive power - vo ltage model (Q-V) and real /active power-shift angle model (P-B), 
a re the main idea in the DC load flow , where in Q-V mode l th e s lack and PV buses 
are grounded. In P-B model the power flow in the line is governed by the phase shift 
between the two buses, the line is assumed to have a neg lected res istance and 
capacitance, and assuming that the transmiss ion lines have constant vo ltages at both 
ends, whi ch is c lose to their rated voltages 14 , where: 
p = V,V, ....... .. .................................... . ... ..... .............. . 
X s in e 
........ .. (2) 
Where V, and V2 are the voltage va lues at the two terminal s of the tran smission line. 
5.8. 1. Temporal variation 
The hourly line load ing limit was ca lcu lated for each transmiss ion lines in the system 
for the period from I SI JanualY 2005 to 22,d July 2005. Figure 5-19, shows a typ ica l 
graph fo r the lin e load ing for the most of the transmission lines in the system , the 
\3 It is an iterative lechnique for solving a set of non linear equations and il can be described by the 
iterati ve process I:xk+1 = g(xk), k = I , ... , 00. and il is used in power syslcm lo perform analysis or 
voltage conditions and system stability. 
14 This can be achieved by having a reacti ve power sources at both ends 
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profil e c learly is following the load demand varia tion. As power demand in creases, 
the line load ing wi ll increase according ly . The Second group of the transmission 
loading is shown in Figure 5-20. These groups are main ly lines con necting the 
intermedi ate power station s with the rest of the transmi ss io n system. Their overa ll 
profiles are c learly affected by the power sta ti on'S outpu t. However, a close up 
exami ning o f the hourly behaviour fo r both lines does show a similar daily profile. 
Figure 5-2 1 shows a sample of the overa ll loadi ng ofa transmi ss ion lin e connected to 
a base load s tat ion. The line is fo llowing the output profile of the station. The ho urly 
load ing is not following the demand ho urly profi le, it is rat her following a 
comb ination of impact of Weather parameters on power station operation. 
os 
Dale (Hows) 
Figure 5-19 the hourly varialion oflhe % MVA limit for the transmission line close lo the 
load fo r the period from I" January 2005 to 22'" July 2005. The left top corner graph shows a 
close up to the hourly profile. 
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Figure 5-20 the hourly variati on oflhe MWA limit for transmi ssion conn ected to intermediate 
power stations for the period from I SI January 2005 10 22nd July 2005. The left top corner 
graph shows a close up to the hourly profil e. 
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Figure 5-2 1 the hourly variation orthe MWA limit for transmission connected to base load 
power stalions for the period from I" January 2005 to 22'" July 2005. The left top corner 
graph shows a close lip lO the hourly profil e. 
Figure 5~22 shows the maximum lines loading averaged over the same period. In 
genera l, Bahrain's system is not suffering from overloading the transmiss ion li nes 
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wi th most of them are below 50% of their line rating. Some of the 66 kY lin es have 
reached a line load ing between 70% and 83%. 
Figure 5-22 contour showing the maximum %MVA limit for the transm ission lin es. 
5.8.2. Spat ial variat ion 
Usi ng the longitude and lat itude coordin ates of the substations, Figure 5-23 shows the 
geographica l di stribution of the transmi ss ion lines. As expected, heav ily loaded lines 
are located mainly in the Northern part of the country where the load is concentrated 
c lose to the high population . Moreover, this part of the cou ntry has the o lder 
infrastructure of the country's power system and most of the lines are 66 kY with a 
maximum of 100 MWA. The southern parts a re lightly loaded and show a great 
pOlential fo r new power constructions, such as wi nd farms. 
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I . 
• 
Figure 5-23 the geographica l distribution of the % MY A limit. 
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5.9. Summary 
Bahrain ' s powe r system was analysed uSlllg Matlab code based on power sharing 
model. The theoretica l approach behind the modelling was derived spec ifica lly to 
refl ect the operation of the conventional generators in Bahrain. The results show a 
good agreement between the mode lled power output and the rea I data. 
It was shown that conventional generators in the intermediate station s are operatin g 
with a low capacity factor. Whereas the base-load power stations mainta in constant 
output, with a small fluctuation in the output due of the weather effects. 
The observed low capac ity factor is mainly due to the planned operation method used 
in Bahrain's power system. T hi s method based on a monthly forecast fo r the expected 
power demand . Although this method mainta ins a re liab le system , it inc reases the fuel 
consumpti on and affect the li fe tim e of the units. 
In add ition, the tran smi ss ion network was s imulated using data provided by Ministry 
of Water and Electric ity, the power o utput from the power sharing model and tools of 
power simulator. Using the DC model, it was found that the load ing of transmiss io n 
lines is within their thermal limit; no power fl ow congestion was obselved. 
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Chapter 6 
Integrating wind power into 
the power system 
6. 1. Introduction 
The impact of wi nd power in the power system depend s main lyon the correlation 
between wi nd power and e lectric ity demand . This correlat ion wi ll affect the 
conventiona l generator's capacity factor and the overa!l system spinning reserves. 
Furthermore, the location of the w ind farm s relative to the load may affect the load ing 
of the transmission lines. 
The impact of integrating the proposed wi nd farms is investigated Using the power-
sharing mode l and power world simulator. A l Jaza'ar wind fa rm and Ras Al Bar 
wou ld be to th e transmission system v ia ALJAMEA I-I and DURATBI-I substations 
respective ly, as shown in Figure 6-1. The two sta ti ons are chosen because of their 
di stances to the sites to minimi ze con nection cost. The Farms are con nected us ing 66 
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kY underground cables with a maximum thermal limit of300 MYA . T he spec ification 
of the cab les is chosen to be similar to ex is ting cables in the systelll . T he tota l length 
of the cables is estimated to be 9 kill . 
In thi s study, the grid will absorb a ll the wind power generated. Neverthe less, th e 
power output frolll wind fa rllls is variable, it is expected that the dispatch of the 
conventional generators, w ill vary every hour to accOl11 modate th e variation of w ind 
power. 
.-\1 Jazar WlJlclfann 
Ras AI Bar Windfarm 
Fi gure 6-1 the connection of the wind farms to Bahrain's transmission system. 
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The ho urly simu latio n is repeated for the same period, I st January 2005 to 22nd July 
2005. This period wi ll include the hi gh and low wind power months, and the low and 
high power demand , to provide a good understanding of the impact of the wind power 
integrati on. 
6.2 . The impact on the system spinning reserves 
The power generation in Bahrai n' s system can be looked at as main ly thermal, and 
w ith the addition of wind power, it would be thermal and wind. The variabi lity of the 
wind power and power demand are the on Iy factors that need to be considered in the 
ca lcul ation of the spinning reserves. S ince scheduling the ge nerators in Bahrain is 
done on a monthly basis, the hourly forecast error in the power demand was assumed 
zero in Chapter 5. 
Assum ing that there is no considerable change in weather fr om one hour to another 
then for the hourl y w ind forecast the persistence method was used, where it assumes 
that wi nd at an hour (h) will be th e same at tim e (h+ I). Usually thi s meth od is 
reasonably accurate for the long term weather forecast, hence for short term , such as 
hourly forecast, the error is expected to be high. 
The spinning reserves at a spec ific tim e w ill equa l to the largest unit in the system 
(360 MW) in addition to the error in wind fo recast. 
Considering different penetration leve ls for the different wind farm s scenarios, 
Table 6- 1 li sts the different scenarios and the corresponding maximum penetration 
leve l and increase in spinning reserves fo r the period from 1st JanualY 2005 to 22'd 
July 2005. The maximum increase in reserves requirements was found to be 36%. 
This high increase in a small power system is due to the fact that, there wi ll be no 
smoothing effect for wind power variat ions beca use of the geographi ca l distributi on 
of the wind farm s. 
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Table 6-1 a li st of the maX IITIUI11 Increase 111 the dai ly Sp inning reserves for different 
scenarios. 
Maximum Max imum Before After In crease in 
Scenari os installed Penetration spinnlllg 
Capacity level (%) (MW) (MW) reserves (%) 
(MW) 
AUaz' ar_Sc l 46 12 360 389 8 
AI laz ' ar Sc2 100 26 360 42 1 17 
- -
Ras AIBar 108 28 360 428 19 
AI l az ' ar Sc 1 154 40 360 454 26 
-
+ Ras AlBar 
AI laz ' ar Sc2 208 47 360 490 36 
- -
+ Ras AIBar 
In Chapter 5, it was shown that the ava il ab le spinnin g reserves in th e winter month s in 
Bahrain are lower than the required va lues and it is higher in summer. However, 
Figure 6-2 shows that, the spinning reserves requi rement beca use of wind power 
integration, are higher in winter than in summer. Therefore, Bahrain 's power system 
operators have to operate more generators in wi nter, in order to en sure the reliabili ty 
of the system. 
J:<i f- ........... . . .... ... ........... ; .................... . 
Date 
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Figure 6-2 the daily increase in spinning reserves for the period between I SI Jan uary 2005 and 
22"l\ July 2005, as a result of integrating a 108 MW wind power into the power systelll . 
6.3. Impact on the part-load operation 
In thi s section it is assumed, that there will be no change in the unit commitm ent plan . 
However, as the wind power increases, the output from the conventional generators 
will decrease and vice versa. Additiona lly, th e operation lim it of the generators is 
pers istent ly en forced throughout the modell ing. 
Figure 6-3, shows how demand is met by all ava ilab le generation. It is illustrated 
c learly, that the operation of the conventi onal base-load stati ons wi 11 not be affected 
by the high wind power. O n the other hand, the intermediate s tations, Riffa and A I 
Ezze l station, mainta in the hourly demand profile. 
2000 ,------.------,-------,------.------,-------,------.------, 
25 Jan05 18 Feb 0 5 15 Mar 05 09Apr 0 5 01 M ay 05 24 May 05 15 JLUl 05 
Date 
_ R lffa _ Al Ezze l Manama _ Wmdpower _ Sitra _ AlHidd 
Figure 6-3 the wind power output compared to the power output from the conventional 
slalions for the period fTOm I" January 2005 to 22"d July 2005 
Furthermore, wind power will substitute some of the intermediate conventiona l 
generator's output, and hence, the conventiona l stations at some periods will operate 
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below their recommended limit to mainta in the accepted amount of spinnin g reserves 
in the system, which wi ll lead to an ineffic ient operat ion. 
However, s ince the base-load stati ons will continue operating at an acceptabl e load 
factor (80%). Figure 6-4 shows a compari son between th e hourly load factor for the 
gas turbine generators in both Riffa and AI Ezzel stations on ly, before and after 
integrating wi nd power. 
'~"""'''''''''''"i'-'-'-'- -- - - '-'' 
Rlffn StnllOIl 
. - .-.-.-.-. - . -~==.=.~.-
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Figure 6-4 the hourly load facto r for Riffa and AI Ezzel station for the period from I" January 
2005 to 22"" July 2005. 
It has been found that for 75% of the time the generators in Riffa station are operating 
below 50% of full output. Whereas, AI Ezze l's generators are running under 50% of 
their full output fo r more than 33% of the time, this correspond to an increase of 6% 
and I % respectively compared to the same operation before wi nd power. The impact 
on Riffa stati on is hi gher because, the station was a lready running at a very low palt 
load during the low demand in the winter months. Most of the generators in tllis 
station have to keep running for 1110st of the time, to maintain adequate reserves in the 
system. On the other hand, the recent station, AI Ezze l has better operating plans, 
where the s tat ion is only running during high power demand month s in Summer time. 
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6.4. Cycling frequency 
G ivin g that some of generators in th e intermediate station, for some period of high 
wind and low power demand would be running below their accepted minimum 
operati ng limit, they w ill be turned off As the w ind power is not constant, the cycl ing 
fi·equency on the generators will increase. This consequent ly w ill lead to in effic ient 
use offue l and wi ll increase the maintenance cost and decrease generator life cyc le . 
,aJA. ... J.. L 
D:lIC 
Figure 6-5 a comparison bern'een the cycling of one gas turbine in Riffa power station before 
and aner wi nd power for the period from I" January to 22'" July 2005. Also shown the wind 
power output and the power demand. 
It has been found that the cycling fTequency is highe r w hen there is a mi smatch 
between the wind and power demand in w inter, and less evident during the summer 
months. F igure 6-5, shows the cyc lin g frequency for G I (50 MW) generator in Riff;' 
station for the period between I " Januaty 2005 and 30 April 2005. 
6.5 . Impact on transmiss ion lines 
The addit ion of wind power may increase or decrease the load ing on transmi ssion line 
depending on its thermal rating and the location of the w ind power relative to the load 
and conventiona l generators. 
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In Bahra in , the proposed wind farms are located in the south ern Palt of the coun try. 
Currentl y there are no power sta tions in this area, but there is already transmission 
li nes conn ected to the man made islands of Durrat AI Bahrai n. 
MD I-IAMAD 
TO 
WAD I 
ALJAMEAH 
TO 
NUZHA 
_.lJ Jazar \ \ -rudf.1r lll 
R,,~ AI 8('11 Wi(Hlfilllll 
Figure 6-6 a geographical power flow showing the wind farms. 
[{( FFA PS 
TO 
RIFAG I 
Usin g the power world simul ator, the time step sim ulati on was used aga in to calcu late 
the power fl ow after connecting the wi nd farms. The ca lculation was done fo r the 
same period of I" January 2005 to 22"d July 2005. 
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Wind power usua lly is located in pl aces where there is a low demand, away from 
residential areas and far frol11 the conventional generators, because conventional 
generators are install ed close to the load. Hence, this will have an effect in th e power 
fl ow in the transmiss ion lines. Therefore. it is important to have transmi ss io n lines 
with enough capac ity to transport the wind power. 
The transmi ssio n lines were categorised into three groups based on the ir location 
re lati ve to the wind farms sites. The transmi ss ion lin es, w hich is c lose to the 
conventional power statio ns, those who are c lose to th e wind farm s, and fin a lly, 
transmiss ion lines cl ose to the load areas (residential a reas). 
O ne example fro m each group is shown in Figure 6-6, 
Group i : close 10 power sla /ions 
The transmi ss ion lin es which a re c lose to th e power stations, have a tempora l pro fil e 
be fore wind power integration simil ar to the stati ons output profil e . The sam e case 
was a lso obse rved afte r the wind power integration; however, both th e stati ons output 
profil e and consequently th e transmission temporal profil e have been affected by the 
wind power in addition to the power demand pro fil e, Figure 6-7. 
Before 
~, 
~ 
o 
~ 
. 
• 
D~ te 
Figure 6-7 the hourly variation of U,e %MVA limit fo r the 220 kY transmi ssion line form 
RJFFA PS to RIFAG I (ID 200 1-1 20 1). 
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Group 2: close l a windfartn 
Figure 6-8 s hows a sample c urve for a line from MD I-IAMAD substatio n to WADI 
s ubstation. Lines in this group have power fl o w pro fi le s imilar to the w ind power 
output, in add ition la the power load . However, the combinatio n o f the two w ill 
depe nd large ly o n the locati on oflh e lin e relat ive to th e w ind farm s. 
Before 
Dilte 
Figure 6-8 the hourly variation of the %MVA limit for the 66 kV transmission line form MD 
HAMAD to WAD I (ID 6005-6036). 
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Figure 6-9 the hourly variation of the %MYA limit for the 66 kY transmission line from 
ALJ AMEA I-i to NUZI-IA (ID 6025-6037). 
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In addit ion to the change in the power fl ow hourly profi le, some of th e transmi ss ion 
lines experience an in crease in the % MV A limit. The in crease is c lear durin g th e low 
demand and high wind, and decrease when the demand is high. This is a good 
indication to the effect of the mismatch between the demand and the wind power. The 
effect has a lso been clear in the 66 kV line shown in Figure 6-9, the limit has reached 
a value c lose to 154% during the low demand period . 
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6.6. Summary 
The impact of high wind power penetration into Bahrain's power system was 
investigated. It includes the effect on the system spinning reserves, intermediate 
generators part load operation and finally the cycling frequency. 
In general, wind power increases the need for spinning reserves and causes a lower 
part operation, compared to the system without wind. However, the low part load 
operation of the conventional generators is a result of the increase in spinning reserves 
in the system. 
The main impact of wind power on the conventional generators is the increase of the 
cycling frequency. This will accordingly reduce the overall efficiency of the 
generators. 
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Desalination as flexible 
demand 
7.1. Introduction 
In order to control the impact of wind power into the power system, the wind farms 
may be disconnected or reduce their output. This method is usually known as wind 
curtailment and has been used in different countries. The system operators can curtail 
wind power for different reasons, such as overloading of the transmission lines, when 
the demand is low and wind penetration may increase the need for spinning reserves 
and when the conventional generators are operating below their acceptable load 
factor. 
It was concluded in the last chapter that the main impact of the wind power 
integration on the Bahrain's power system, is the increase of the cycling frequency of 
the conventional generators. The increase in the cycling frequency will increase both 
the maintenance and fuel consumption of the generators. 
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The impact of wind power on the power system can be addressed through the 
following: 
7.1.1. Storage system 
Since Bahrain's power, system stations are mainly gas turbine stations, the need for 
short time storage to smooth the variation in wind power will not be an issue. There is 
an adequate amount of spinning reserves in the system to deal with the increase of the 
wind power. Hence, the short-term storage will not be discussed in this thesis. 
In the long-term frame (1 hour and above), storage will help to shift the power 
demand, by charging or storing energy when there is low deman,I and discharge 
during a peak or high wind. This will help in reducing the generators cycling 
frequency, improving the load factor of the generators and provide standing reserves. 
Many studies investigated different storage systems and the possibility of using them 
to reduce the impact of the medium to long term fluctuation in wind power (Black and 
Strbac 2006; Kaldellis and Zafirakis 2007). Mainly the storage systems proposed in 
the above studies were site specific. 
The application of hydropower as one of the storage technologies has been a subject 
for so many studies in the last few years (Benitez, Benitez et al. 2008), the idea is not 
only in the research stage, it is rather widely used in many countries and has showed a 
very economic and attractive solution. However, a hydro storage needs reservoir, 
which could be a natural or artificial basin located on top of mountains or any other 
elevated location. The water is pumped and stored in the reservoir during times of low 
power demand, and then released through turbines to generate electricity during high 
power demand. 
Another type of storage technologies is the Compressed-Air Energy Storage system 
CAES. Demonstrated systems have been in operation in Germany and Alabama since 
1978 and 1991 respectively. CAES, was not found for storage only, it is a technology 
used to produce cheap electricity. The idea of CAES is based on storing high-pressure 
air underground and using it later after mixing it with natural gas to run a gas turbine 
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generator. Much studies have been conducted into the possibility of coupling CAES 
with renewable technologies as a sort of storage (Salgi and Lund 2008) (Denholm 
2006;Greenblatt, Succar et al. 2007; Cavallo 2007; Denholm and Kulcinski 2004). 
However, like hydro CAES is a site-specific technology. A good natural site will be 
characterised by the availability of either Rock Caverns formed as a result of hard 
rock excavation, or Salt Caverns created as a result of dry mining of salt formations, 
and finally, porous reservoirs as a left over water-bearing aquifers or depleted gas or 
oil fields (Mehta and Spencer 1988) (DeLong, Nelson et al. 1990). Possible man-
made caverns has been suggested, specially to be sited close to wind farms (Salgi and 
Lund 2008). 
Both hydropower and CAES are considered attractive solutions for medium to short 
term storage, however, they have a common disadvantage such as, they both depend 
on the geological characteristic of the location. In addition CAES uses natural gas, 
although a study has suggested the use of biomass instead (Denholm 2006). 
Flow batteries and hydrogen technologies can be used to provide storage for hours 
(Korpas and Greiner 2008; Ro and Rahman 2003). Both are at the research stage. 
7.1.2. Demand side management 
Using a flexible demand to shift the high demand to a different period during which 
the wind power is high, is another way for dealing with the mismatch between 
demand and wind. This can be achieved through encouraging consumers (changing 
the electricity tariff during the day) to use electricity during the night, for example, 
when the wind power is high. 
In Bahrain, the electricity price is fixed during the day and cheap because it is 
subsidised by the government ($ 3.00 per kWh). In addition, the consumer behaviour 
is difficult to change; especially that most of the power consumption in the domestic 
sector is due to air conditioning. The control of air conditioning could help in shifting 
the power demand, however, the hot- humid weather during the day and night, the 
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modem life style, and the irresponsible use of electricity because it is cheap, may not 
encourage the use of air conditioning as a flexible demand. 
The use of flexible demand as a form of storage has been the subject of studies (Ra 
and Rahman 2003; 0stergaard 2004; Stadler 2008). They studied the possibility of 
combining an existing need for heating as a high power demand, as a way of storage 
system. The idea based on storing heat during the night when the power demand is 
low, where the storage will be enough for a day, so the next day the storage will be 
again used. This technology can be used during high wind power, as long-term 
storage to compensate for the calm periods. 
This study has looked at the possible loads available in Bahrain, which can be used as 
storage system. The aim is that these loads are not in a direct contact with the 
consumer and the system controller can modify their operation. 
7.2. Desalination 
Currently, Bahrain depends heavily on desalinating the seawater to supply the 
summer water demand of nearly 446,200m3/day. In Bahrain, desalination corresponds 
to more than 70% of the water demand, and the rest is provided from underground 
water. Since the underground water has suffered from excessive uncontrolled usage, 
the need for desalination stations has increased. The need to install more desalination 
stations is expected to rise, due to the continuous population growth and the increase 
in major construction projects all over the country. 
Furthermore, Desalination is an energy-intensive technology, where the theoretical 
minimum powerl5 requirement for producing 1 m3 from sea water is 0.70 kWh/m3 
(Spiegler 1977). In practice, much more power is used (for pumping salt water from 
the intake, heat losses and air leakage). Even if power were available, free of charge, a 
relatively large investment would be necessary to build desalination plants. 
IS [s any sort of energy that can be completely converted to mechanical work to desalinate a ton of 
seawater (34,300 pprn). 
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7.3. Desalination technologies 
Desalination technologies are generally divided into thennal and membrane 
technologies: 
7.3.1. Thennal technologies 
Thennal technologies are based on a physical change in state of the water (liquid -
vapour - liquid). This requires a considerable amount of thennal energy. Most 
desalination stations operate in a dual-purpose or cogeneration mode, incorporating 
both power generation and water desalination. Waste or extracted heat produced in 
electricity generation units is used to preheat feed water, resulting in high overall 
efficiencies. 
7.3.2. Membrane technologies 
In all membrane processes, liquid or gases are separated from solid or liquid 
impurities. Membranes which are penneable to water but not to salt are called semi-
penneable. When such membrane is placed between seawater and fresh water, which 
are both at the same pressure, diffusion of fresh water into the seawater will occur; 
this is called osmosis. However, to force the fresh water to move into from seawater 
region to fresh water region, pressure must be exerted to force the salt-water region to 
fresh water region. This pressure must be higher than the osmotic pressure of 
seawater. Consequently, the quantity of pure water that passes through the membrane 
during reverse osmosis (RO) is a function of the difference between the applied 
pressure and the osmotic pressure of the saline solution. During the process, the 
salinity of the salt water will increase and consequently the osmotic pressure will 
increase until it reaches a maximum that no further increase can be achieved without 
damaging the membrane. The high pressure ranges from 15 to 25 bar for brackish 
water (underground water with high salinity 13,000 mg/l TDS16 - 20,000 mg/I TDS), 
16 Total dissolved substance; it is a measure of the amount of the substance in the water. 
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and 54-80 bar for seawater. Figure 7-1 shows a schematic for the main component of 
the RO desalination process. 
Feed 
water 
High-pressure 
pump 
Membrane 
Brine 
Figure 7-1 Reverse Osmosis operation diagram. 
Product 
water 
The amount of water discharged to waste in the brine!7 stream varies from 
approximately 70% to 20% of the feed flow, depending on the salt content of the feed 
water, the pressure, and type of membrane. The removal of the Brine will be 
continuous. 
The advantages of using RO compared to thermal desaIination are mainly the Iow 
investment costs at low capacities, the short construction periods, and the flexibility in 
capacity expansion and more importantly, it consumes less energy. 
The possibility of using the RO plants as controllable loads (demand-side 
management) to help accommodate variable wind power production and storing water 
for the days where there is low wind power is considered. In this chapter, the 
possibility of implementing the available RO desalination stations in the power 
system operation with the high wind penetration has been analysed. 
7.4. Water production and consumption in Bahrain 
Bahrain's total installed desalination capacity is 335,800 m3/day supplied from four 
plants; two are combined stations of power generation and thermal desalination, and 
17 The discharge water from the desalination station. It will have high salinity. 
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two RO stations. Three of the stations are fed from the sea, which has salinity between 
40,000 mgll TDS and 54,000 mg/ l TDS, and temperatllre ranges from 11 °C in winter 
to 40°C in summer. One stati on is feed from underground brack ish water 
t 
.£ 
" .g 
o 
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RO Station S Thenn91 statIOns Underground water 
Figure 7-2 the annual water production of the ground waler, thermal desalination and RO 
desalinat ion share, for the period from 1990 to 2006 . 
Comparing the percentage of the blended water from the three different water 
resources in Bahrain , Figure 7-2, shows clearly that th e RO stations sha re has 
decrease compared to the therm al stati ons. However, the ground water s hare is 
declining, w hi ch resulted in an increase in RO stations productions for the las t years. 
The underground water is mi xed w ith the desa linated water in o rder to get th e 
recommended wate r salinity. S in ce the salinity of the thermal desalination water 
product is very low (less than 3 mg/l TDS), the RO stations have to compen sate to the 
reducti on in gro und water. Therefore, there wi ll be more RO stations proj ects in 
Bahrain. 
7.5. RO desal ination stations 
Bahrain has two reverse osmos is stations, nam ely Ras A bu Jarjur brackish water RO 
desalination plant and AI Dur seawater RO plants . In the next pages, a bri ef 
description is g iven to the operati on of each station and their capacity and power 
consumption w i 11 be further investi gated. 
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RO plant opera tion is di v ided into five stages fo r both the bracki sh and seawater 
plants, as shown in Figure 7-3. The RO represents o nly one stage ill this who le 
operat ion but consum es the maximum powe r compared to all the stages. The 
operati on of the RO system wi ll heavily depend on the characteristic of the water 
intake and type of pre-treatment. In th is study, the characte ri sti c of the feed water and 
the pre-treatm ent will be assum ed constant and simi lar to the standard recommended 
va lues for each station. 
Water Intake Pre-treatment 
--fi e ld 
" RO desa lination 
./ Transfer Post treatmen t .... 
system 
Fig ure 7-3 schematic diagram for the process of RO desalinati on. 
7.5. 1. Ras Abu l arj ur RO desalinati on statio n 
The stati on operates on the princ iple of Reverse Osmosis, employ ing Du Pa nt's B- 1 0 
Perm asep perm eators for the desalinati oll of high bracki sh ground-water, containing 
12,500-1 9,000 mgll TDS. The feed water is pumped up from 65 m be low gro und leve l 
by means of 15 submersible we ll pumps . The TDS in the expected product water will 
be less than 500 mgll. 
Ras Abu l arj ur tota l prod uction is 60,000rn3/day. It has 7 tra in s, each of which cons ist 
of2 10 membranes, the brine stag ing in the tra ins a re arranged in 5:3:2 (A I Arrayedh , 
Burashid et a l. 1994), Figure 7-4. Each train will be fed th rough a hi gh-pressure pum p 
to produce abo ut 300 m3/h of water with a power consumpti on of 5.3 kWh/m3 The 
hi gh-pressure pumps with a rate power consumption o f 1200 kW w ill de li ver 60-64 
bars. 
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The last stage in the station is the product water tran sfer system , where th e fin al 
prod uct water will be sto red in five storage tanks, two with 5,000 m3 and three wi th 
15,000 m3 
Water 
Intake 
• 
Stage I 
Water 
Product 
Figure 7-4 schematic diagram for the different stages in Ras Abu l arjur RO plant. 
7.5.2. Addur SWRO desa lination station 
Addur station is employ ing Du Pont's Pennasep penneators for the desa lina ti on of 
sea water containing up to 45 ,000 mg/I TDS. The feed water is w ithdrawn off the 
seashore through a 1,200 m lo ng and 1.2 m diameter under-seabed pipe line. Th e high-
pressure pumps of Addur plant are of 4 stages-centrifuga l type with a maximum 
de livery pressure of 80 bars. The expected product water TDS is less than 380 mg/I 
w ith power consumpti on of9.2k Wh/m3 
Addur has e ight trains operating in parall el. Each train of the eight consist of around 
448 of (B-1 0) seawater membran e and 31 of (B-9) brackish water membrane, as 
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shown in Figure 7-5. Thi s arrangement wi ll improve the wate r quality , were only 30% 
of the first stage wi ll be used for the second stage (Khalaf and Redha 200 I) (Bu-
Rashid and Czolkoss 2007). 
, -- -- --- - - - - - -- - - - - -- - - -- -- -- --: 
Water ; 
Intake: 
t , 
, 
Stage 1 (B-1 0): sea water membranes 
30% 
1.. -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -
Stage 11 (B-9): fresh water membranes 
... 
t 
Water 
Product 
Figure 7-5 schemalic diagram for the differenl slages in Addur RO plant. 
The pressure and hence the power consumption in Addur plant wi ll be affected by the 
sea condit ions, such as the sa lini ty leve l and temperature. Other factors, that have a 
s ignificant impact on the operation and the fina l product of the plant is the 
concentrat ion of organi c matters in the sea water, whi ch fo ll ows a seasonal pattern 
affected by the weather conditions. 
The product water of the Addur station w ill be stored us ing the Ras Abu Jatjur storage 
capacity. The current water storage capac ity should be considered in the study which 
can be divided into ground tanks and e levated tanks, with a capacity of 165,600 m3 
and 32,200 m3 respective ly. This capacity represents th ree days storage. 
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T able 7-1 list the power required to produce the fresh water. T he power consumption 
li sted will include running the pre-treatm ent stage, operating the high-pressure pumps 
a nd the post-treatm ent section and storage. It w ill not inc lude the power consum ed for 
pumping the water frolll the intakes and for the ma intena nce periods. In addition, it 
w ill not include any a ir conditi oning or lightin g consum ed by the offi ces in the 
station. 
Table 7-1 a list of the capac ity of each tra in in both Ras Abu Jarjur and Addur and their power 
consumption. 
ID 
Ras Abu Jarjur 
T1 
T2 
T3 
T4 
T5 
, T6 
T7 
T8 
T9 
T1 0 
I Total 10 
Addur 
100A 
100B 
100C 
1000 
100E 
100F 
100G 
100H 
I Total 8 
Capacity 
m
3/h 
300 
300 
300 
300 
300 
300 
300 
300 
300 
300 
3000 
230 
100 
230 
100 
100 
230 
100 
230 
1320 
Power consumption 
MWh 
1.6 
1.6 
1.6 
1.6 
1.6 
1.6 
1.6 
1.6 
1.6 
1.6 
15.9 
2.9 
1.2 
2.9 
1.2 
1.2 
2. 9 
1.2 
2.9 
16.4 
7.6. RO desalination stations and wind power 
In order to study the ro le the RO desa linati on w ill have in the reducti on of the impact 
of w ind power in the operati on of conventional generators, the fo llowing assumptions 
is se t: 
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1- T he RO stati ons are a llowed to operate at its full capacity fo r the who le year. 
Hence, th e power consumption for Ras Abu Jarjur and Addu r is 15.9 MWh 
and 16.4 MWh respecti vely. 
2- A ll feed water into th e RO stage will be pre-treated. 
3- No forced outage for maintenance are considered in the modelling, although in 
the desalination there will be two types of ma intenance, regula r fresh water 
flu shin g every Y, ho ur and chem ica l flu shing every two hours per 
day(B urashi d and Hussain 2004). 
4- The bi o logica l and env ironmenta l effect w ill not be inc luded in the 
ca lcul ati on. In genera l, th e producti on o f th e RO stati ons is hi gh in th e winter 
months rather than the hot summ er months due to the high bi o logica l 
ac tivit ies. Thi s will increase the mai ntenance required and consequently 
reduci ng the overa ll producti on of th e s tati o n durin g sumlll er (B u-Rashid and 
Czo lkoss 2007). 
Figure 7-6 shows the fl ow chart, describin g a model to contro l the operation of the 
desa linat ion stations. The operation of the desa lina tion is changed accordin g to th e 
m ismatch between the wind power and power demand . If the m ismatch wind power is 
high and power demand is low, the RO station will increase its production by 
a ll ow ing more tra ins to operate. On th e other hand, if th e power demand is hig h, the 
reduc tion of the number of the tra ins operating will depend on the water consumptio n 
and the ava ilable storage. The results were compared for Ri ffa G I (SO MW) for the 
pe riod frolll I" January 2005 to 30th April 2005. 
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Figure 7-6 thc now chart showing the dispatch method of the RO desa linatioll stat ions. 
Cons idering the above assumptions, and using the results of the RO model, the powe r-
sharing model was used to ca lculate the power output of each generator in the system. 
Figure 7-7 shows the reduction in the cyclin g fi·equency with the integration o f the 
RO desa lination. It is c learly shown lh althe RO stations could he lp in smoothing the 
impact o f the wind power into the operation oflhe conventional generators. 
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Aft.er 
25 Jan 05 09. 
Dale 
Figure 7-7 a comparison between the cyc ling of one gas turbine in Riffa power station before 
and after RO fo r the period from ISI January to 3011 t July 2005. Also shown the win d power 
outpul and lhe power demand. 
RO desalination is not common in all countries; however, most storage systems are 
site-specific techno logies, as mention ed earlier with hydropower and CAES. 
T herefore, the application of desa lination will definitely benefi t the power system s 
that a lready have significant penetration of desali nation technologies. 
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7.7. Summary 
The employment of the rather small capacity of RO desalinations station has shown 
an improvement in the operation of the conventional power stations, which indicate 
the important impact that these desalination stations have on the power system. 
Currently in Bahrain, there is three days storage capacity for water. This will limit in 
the current time the amount of water which can be stored, and storage capacity will 
not benefit when the demand are very low and the wind power is high. In the future, 
as the water consumption is increasing and the underground water is depleted the need 
for RO station will increase. 
It can be concluded, that the Reverse Osmosis desalination stations with their high 
power consumption, provide an excellent storage technology for installing and 
operating not only a single wind farm, but also a number of large wind farms. With 
the small current RO capacity, however, more stations need to be installed to supply 
the increasing need for water demand and to be able to accommodate the proposed 
wind farms. The more RO stations in the system will ensure a decrease in the cycling 
frequency of the conventional generators and hence improve the overall efficiency of 
the power system. In addition, it would make the integration of wind power into 
Bahrain's power system an attractive solution to the increase in power demand. 
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Conclusion 
The study presented in this thesis has considered the impact of wind power generation 
on the electricity system of Bahrain considering also the role that desalination may 
have in helping to balance the system when levels of wind power penetration are high. 
A Matlab code was written to model Bahrain's power system. The model calculates 
the power sharing based on the droop characteristic of the different generators in the 
system and their set-point frequency. The choice of this modelling approach instead of 
other well known power system models is based on the fact that Bahrain's power 
system relies heavily on power system reliability with little concern regarding the fuel 
cost or the system overall efficiency. The derived mathematical equation for the 
power-sharing model is simple and can be used for any size of power system with the 
same operation as Bahrain's system. 
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Using the power sharing model and the Power World Simulator software package, the 
impact of wind power was studied considering the fuel saving, the part load operation 
of the generators and their cycling frequency. The possible overloading of the 
transmission lines was also investigated. 
Reverse osmosis desalination with a current total maximum power consumption of 30 
MW was employed as a form of energy storage. This idea was based on desalinating 
seawater when high wind power was high and demand was low. The fresh water 
produced is then stored in storage tanks. Similarly, the output of the desalination 
stations would be reduced during periods of high demand or low wind power output. 
In general 
The wind power resource in Bahrain is adequate for the installation of number of 
wind farms, especially in the southern part of Island of Bahrain. Furthermore, from 
the general estimation of the wind resource offshore, possible number of wind 
turbines can also be installed offshore. 
Bahrain power system characteristics, at transmission level, are ready for integrating 
large renewable energy technologies, such as wind power, into the power system. 
With the increase of wind power into power systems, utility scale RO desalination 
stations can help to improve the overall power system efficiency. This could be of 
benefit to regions with similar conditions to Bahrain, such as the Greek Islands and 
the Canary Islands. 
On the other hand, the interconnection between the GCC countries may help to 
increase wind penetration across the Gulf States. Such an interconnection could also 
have the benefit of improving the overall security of the power system of each 
country. Indeed, many Gulf States are dependent on water desalination, yet future 
study to assess the impact of wind power within an interconnected GCC network 
would be valuable, and would help to determine the role that can Reverse Osmosis 
desalination stations play in balancing a power system with a high wind power 
penetration level. 
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The following table summarize the key findings and recommendations with regard to 
the questions raised in the Introduction chapter. 
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Key questions The key findings Limitations Recommendations 
Good wind resources, with Wind data were provided from Installing Weather stations in different locations, 
Wind resource annual mean wind speed at hub one station at 10 metres a.g.!. especially, in the southern part of the country. height of 6.9 mls and Weibull with a resolution of one hour. 
parameters of C and k of 7.8 mls In addition, it is recommended to install offshore 
and 1.8 respectively. WAsP, has limitations in dealing weather stations for a better understanding of the 
with thermal effects, such as offshore wind speed. 
land/sea breezes. 
The different stations will gIVe a good 
understanding and validation of the wind atlas of 
Bahrain produced by this study 
The southern part of the country Sites offshore of Bahrain are also favourable for 
Land availability has attractive sites for wind wind power and a comprehensive study needs to power projects. be conducted in the availability and the 
characteristics of the seabed. 
Two wind farms were proposed 
with a maximum installed 
capacity of 208 MW. The mean 
capacity factor of each station is 
25.05% and 24.70% 
There is hourly and monthly 
Wind and power demand mismatch between the wind power and demand. The 
maximum wind penetration level 
is during winter period, where 
the demand is low and wind is 
high. 
Bahrain's power system can be Not enough real output data for A better unit commitment needs to be 
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Bahrain's power system 
Wind power impact 
Desalination 
modelled based mainly on the 
droop and set-point frequency of 
each generator. 
It has adequate spinning 
reserves. Accordingly, most of 
the generators in the 
intermediate stations are part 
loaded, with low capacity 
factors. In general, the current 
system maintains high reliability 
and low efficiency. 
Decrease in the capacity factor 
of the intermediate stations. The 
main impact was found to be 
the increase in the generator's 
cycling frequency 
Reverse osmosis desalination 
stations can be used as a storage 
system. For Bahrain, controlling 
the operation of the RO reduced 
the cycling on the conventional 
generators when wind was 
included in the system. 
the generators. The real output 
should help in validating more 
accurately the power share 
model. 
The impact on power flow has 
included only the DC load flow. 
This may underestimate the 
overloading of the transmission 
lines. 
The hourly water consumption 
data were not available. These 
data would help in ensuring that 
at all times the stations are not 
producing lower than the water 
consumed. 
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considered for Bahrain's power system. The 
model that will be used for the unite 
commitment, should consider the size and 
specific characteristics of Bahrain's power 
stations. 
In addition, the possible modification of the 
hourly operation of the generators needs to be 
investigated. 
For better understanding of the transmIssIon 
loading, the reactive power consumption for 
both generators and the load needs to be 
included in the simulation. 
A detailed analysis of the water demand 
consumption is needed. These data will help to 
build a proper understanding of the relationship 
between power and water demand with wind 
power. 
Modelling the output of the RO stations, 
including all the stages and the maintenance 
periods. 
------ - - - - - ---------
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Appendix I: Table showing the Weibull parameters for each month at 10 meters height 
Month Mean wind speed (m/s) Scale parameter Shape parameter k Mean power density Wind Rose 
e (mJs) [W/m'] 
Jan , 
5.24 5.9 2.09 161 
~ 
Feb 5.35 6.0 2.18 165 
, 
~ 
" 
Mar 5.09 5.7 2.10 147 
~ 
133 
- I 
134 
Sep! 3.92 4.4 1.87 75 11 
~.~ 
Qc! 3.74 4.2 1.79 69 \1 
~.~ 
Nov 4.64 5.2 1.96 119 1\ 
~ 
Dee 4.59 5.2 1.86 123 .4\ 
•. ~ 
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Appendix II: The turbines information for AI Jaza'ar wind farm 
(Scenario 1) 
Site Elevation C k U Energy NetAEP Wake loss 
[m a.sJ.] [m/s] [m/s] lW/m'] [GWh] [%] 
3 8.1 1.76 7.19 499 4.852 11.29 
2 2 8.1 1.76 7.18 497 4.781 12.38 
3 2 8.1 1.77 7.2 501 4.545 17.24 
4 8.1 1.76 7.18 496 5.174 5.09 
5 1 8.1 1.77 7.21 501 4.751 13.57 
6 2 8.1 1.76 7.18 496 4.664 14.43 
7 4 8.1 1.76 7.19 499 4.714 13.76 
8 1 8.1 1.76 7.2 500 4.639 15.31 
9 3 8.1 1.76 7.2 500 4.477 18.29 
\0 5 8.1 1.77 7.21 501 4.362 20.61 
11 2 8.1 1.77 7.2 500 4.533 17.41 
12 3 8.1 1.77 7.2 500 4.406 19.76 
13 4 8.1 1.76 7.2 501 4.502 17.83 
14 8.1 1.76 7.18 497 5.2 4.69 
15 1 8.1 1.76 7.18 498 5.294 3.07 
16 4 8.1 1.77 7.21 502 4.392 20.13 
17 2 8.1 1.77 7.2 499 4.851 11.56 
18 8.1 1.76 7.18 498 5.134 5.96 
19 2 8.1 1.77 7.2 499 4.592 16.23 
20 5 8.1 1.76 7.2 500 4.4 19.62 
21 8.1 1.77 7.2 500 5.311 3.19 
22 8.1 1.76 7.19 499 5.127 6.31 
23 8.1 1.77 7.21 501 5.306 3.49 
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Appendix Ill: The turbine information for AI Jaza'ar wind farm 
(Scenario 2) 
Site Elevation C 
[m a.s.1.] [m!s] 
o 8.1 
2 0 8.1 
3 2 8.1 
4 2 8.1 
5 2 8.1 
6 8.1 
7 I 8.1 
8 3 8.1 
9 4 8.1 
\0 0 8.1 
11 2 8.1 
12 3 8.1 
13 0 8.1 
14 2 8.1 
15 2 8.1 
16 4 8.1 
17 0 8.1 
18 0 8.1 
19 8.1 
20 8.1 
21 I 8.1 
22 0 8.1 
23 0 8.1 
24 0 8.1 
25 0 8.1 
26 0 8.1 
27 8.1 
28 0 8.1 
29 0 8.1 
30 0 8.1 
31 0 8.1 
32 0 8.1 
33 0 8.1 
34 8.1 
35 0 8.1 
36 2 8.1 
37 2 8.1 
38 5 8.1 
39 0 8.1 
40 0 8:1 
41 3 8.1 
42 8.1 
43 0 8.1 
44 0 8.1 
45 0 8.1 
46 0 8.1 
k 
1.76 
1.77 
1.76 
1.76 
1.77 
1.76 
1.77 
1.76 
1.76 
1.77 
1.77 
1.76 
1.76 
1.77 
1.77 
1.76 
1.77 
1.76 
1.76 
1.76 
1.76 
1.78 
1.77 
1.76 
1.77 
1.77 
1.77 
1.77 
1.77 
1.77 
1.76 
1.77 
1.77 
1.76 
1.77 
1.77 
1.77 
1.77 
1.77 
1.77 
1.77 
1.76 
1.77 
1.76 
1.76 
1.77 
U Eenergy Net AEP Wake loss 
[m!s] [W!m'] [GWh] [%] 
7.19 498 4.312 21.15 
7.25 509 5.398 2.67 
7.18 497 3.952 27.58 
7.18 497 4.044 25.86 
7.2 500 4.202 23.48 
7.2 500 4.865 11.14 
7.21 501 5.096 7.3 
7.18 496 4.043 25.83 
7.19 499 4.108 24.82 
7.25 509 5.285 4.75 
7.2 499 4.911 10.48 
7.19 499 4.18 23.62 
7.2 502 4.325 21.04 
7.2 499 4.498 17.93 
7.2 500 4.454 18.91 
7.2 500 4.15 24.23 
7.21 502 4.256 22.58 
7.21 504 4.445 19.16 
7.19 498 4.212 22.87 
7.18 497 4.064 25.49 
7.18 497 3.993 26.79 
7.25 507 5.21 6.03 
7.19 497 4.197 23.25 
7.19 498 4.133 24.35 
7.22 504 4.245 22.91 
7.22 504 4.278 22.38 
7.2 500 5.209 5.06 
7.24 507 5.028 9.15 
7.24 506 4.454 19.42 
7.22 505 4.46 19.06 
7.22 506 4.736 13.95 
7.22 505 4.385 20.49 
7.25 508 4.707 15.08 
7.19 499 4.156 24.01 
7.25 509 5.242 5.57 
7.2 500 4.4 19.82 
7.19 495 4.832 11.61 
7.21 502 4.292 22 
7.25 508 5.243 5.44 
7.25 509 5.233 5.69 
7.21 501 4.292 21.85 
7.2 501 4.59 16.29 
7.24 507 4.485 18.97 
7.19 499 4.089 25.22 
7.2 502 4.111 24.98 
7.23 506 4.422 19.92 
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47 0 8.1 1.77 7.24 507 4.68 15.47 
48 0 8.1 1.77 7.23 506 4.887 11.48 
49 0 8.1 1.77 7.25 508 4.824 13.01 
50 0 8.1 1.77 7.25 508 4.754 14.26 
51 0 8.1 1.77 7.24 507 4.449 19.6 
52 0 8.1 1.77 7.24 507 4.743 14.29 
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Appendix IV: The turbine information for Ras AI Bar wind farm 
Site Elevation 
2 0 
3 0 
4 0 
5 0 
6 0 
7 0 
8 0 
9 0 
10 0 
11 0 
12 0 
13 0 
14 0 
15 0 
16 0 
17 0 
18 0 
19 0 
20 0 
21 0 
22 0 
23 0 
24 0 
25 0 
26 I 
27 0 
28 0 
29 0 
30 0 
31 0 
32 0 
33 1 
34 0 
35 0 
36 0 
37 0 
38 0 
39 0 
40 0 
41 0 
42 0 
43 0 
44 0 
45 0 
46 0 
47 0 
48 0 
c 
8.1 
8 
8.1 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8.1 
8 
8.1 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8.1 
8.1 
8.1 
8 
8.1 
8.1 
8 
8.1 
8.1 
8.1 
8 
8 
8.1 
8.1 
8.1 
8.1 
8 
8.1 
8 
8 
8.1 
8 
8.1 
8.1 
8 
8.1 
8 
8.1 
8.1 
8 
8 
8.1 
k 
1.76 
1.76 
1.78 
1.77 
1.77 
1.77 
1.76 
1.77 
1.77 
1.77 
1.77 
1.77 
1.77 
1.78 
1.76 
1.77 
1.77 
1.77 
1.76 
1.78 
1.77 
1.78 
1.77 
1.76 
1.77 
1.77 
1.76 
1.77 
1.77 
1.77 
1.77 
1.76 
1.78 
1.77 
1.78 
1.77 
1.78 
1.77 
1.77 
1.76 
1.77 
1.77 
1.77 
1.77 
1.78 
1.76 
1.77 
1.77 
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U Energy Net AEP Wake I(}ss 
4.573 
7.18 497 4.531 17.15 
7.12 481 4.259 21.05 
7.22 504 4.418 20.02 
7.13 484 4.145 23.29 
7.11 480 3.985 25.79 
7.15 490 4.274 21.08 
7.11 481 4.088 23.92 
7.11 479 3.971 25.98 
7.21 501 4.896 11.16 
7.12 482 4.06 24.6 
7.17 493 4.245 22.09 
7.12 483 4.11 23.59 
7.11 479 4.013 25.29 
7.16 495 4.734 12.75 
7.13 485 4.253 21.12 
7.2 498 4.352 20.73 
7.19 496 4.486 18.17 
7.18 496 4.363 20.11 
7.11 477 4.036 24.88 
7.2 500 4.289 21.95 
7.19 496 5.296 3.39 
7.15 489 4.164 23.29 
7.18 498 4.812 11.91 
7.2 499 5.262 4.08 
7.17 491 4.736 13.11 
7.14 489 4.438 17.88 
7.14 486 4.123 23.67 
7.22 502 4.705 14.81 
7.2 499 4.874 11.31 
7.17 491 4.077 25.14 
7.18 497 4.731 13.41 
7.15 488 4.908 9.72 
7.2 499 4.701 14.54 
7.11 477 3.948 26.48 
7.11 480 3.931 26.75 
7.18 493 4.486 17.99 
7.16 490 4.166 23.41 
7.2 498 5.085 7.37 
7.18 498 4.439 18.79 
7.14 486 4.296 20.66 
7.2 497 4.292 21.8 
7.16 492 4.093 24.83 
7.22 503 4.53 18.oI 
7.18 492 4.499 17.61 
7.16 493 4.44 18.26 
7.15 488 4.385 19.14 
7.18 495 4.822 11.85 
49 
50 
o 
o 
8.1 
8.1 
1.77 
1.77 
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7.2 
7.22 
498 
502 
4.264 
4.819 
22.33 
12.68 
